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PREFACE

The Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects demonstration has

been the most ambitious attempt thus far to determine the feasibility of

_
using private employers to provide a work experience in a youth employ-

ment program. In establishing this demonstration, Congress authorized

program operators to recruit private businesses AS well as the tradi-

tional providers of work experience: public and nonprofit agencies.

Previously, the involvement of the private sector in employment and

training efforts had effectively been limited to on-the-job training

arrangements permitted under the training title of the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act (CETA). For most of the local CETA prime

sponsors that managed the demonStration, therefore, the availability of

the private sector as a source of jobs was seen as a new challenge

and a new opportunity. Entitlement was a chance to examine both the

potential for a collaboration between private employers and public

manpower agencies; and the experiencet of youths in a private sector

environment.

AS part of the overall research on the implementation of Entitle-

merit, this report examines the participation of private businesses in the

demonstration with particular attention to the experiences of both the

firms that chose to partiapate and those that did not. It contains

lessons from the demonstration that provide valuable insights on the

Willingness of the private sector to take part in a manpower program.

We now know, for example, that many buSinesSes can be induced to employ

disadvantaged youths and that some of these sponsorships will eventually

, lead to unsubsidized jobs. We also know that the effort required to
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recruit private work sponsors is substantial, particularly in light of

the fact that all but one of the prime sponsors opted to offer the

maximum subsidy level permitted, 100 percent of the minimum wage.

Furthermore, the results of a small-scale experiment which tested employ-

er wiLlingness to sponsor youths at different levels of a mage subsidy

suggest that the effectiveness of reduced labor costs as an incentive for

hiring economically disadvantaged young people may be quite limited.

When considering the findings in this report, one should bear in

mind that the involvement of for-profit employers was not an essential

component of the Entitlement program. The demonstration was designed to

find out whether the employability and educational' achievement of low-

income youths could be improved by linking a guaranteed job to satisfac-

tory attendance and performance in school. Initially, program operators

did not all choose to recruit private businesses as work sponsors, and

those that did were faced at the same time with other unfamiliar demands,

such as the need to develop new linkages with the schools and the en-
-

forcement of attendance and performance standards. The allocations of

resources to meet these novel demands may have limited the time spent on

the private sector component, and thus its success, at least in the early

stages of the demonstration. On the other hand, the.need to find jobs
tJ

for all eligible youths who applied for the program undoubtedly stimu-

lated later efforts to recruit and retain private employers, and the

private sector involvement in Entitlement became an object of study.

Despite the difficulties of involving these employers, as outlined

in this report, operators of employment and training programs clearly

have a growing interest in including profit-making businesses in the



training and development of young and disadvantaged persons. Si nce

private sector employment comprises the vast majority of unsubsidized

jobs, the inclusion of private businesses in employment- related programs

greatly broadens the: scope of available work opportunities. It: is also

apparent that many youths, as well as people in:the community at large,

place an added value on work experience with private firms.

- -- The experiencesoutlined-in this report should be put to use not

only as a springboard for further learning efforts, but also as a guide

for those who formulate and i mplement youth and manpower policies. It

behooves policymakers, in designing a blueprint for future endeavors,

to take advantage of what we already know about private sector responses

to public sector initiatives. This report highlights the obstacles that

face the public sector when seeks the collaboration of private employ-

ert in publicly-funded soci al programs, but it also shows that these

barriers can be overcome, provided that policymakers and public agencies

understand the difficulties and are committed to putting forth the

necessary effort.

Robert C. Penn
Vice-President



ENTITLONT SITES AND "TA PRIME SPONSORS

Tier I

Site

Baltimore,
Maryland

Boston,
Massachusetts

Cincinnati,
Ohio

Detroit,
Michigan

Denver,,
Colorado

King County,
Washington

Southern Rural Mis01-

Tier II

Alachua County,
Florida

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Berkeley,
. California

Dayton,
1 Ohio

-- Monterey County,
California

Pi

Mayor.s Office Of Manpower
Rea ources

Employgent and v`onomic
Policy Administration

City of Cincinnati

EmPloyment and Training

EmP1°Yment and gaining
Dep4rtment

Denver Employment and
Training Administration

The
Kitg County

Consortium

Governor's Office of Job
Development and Training

Alachn4 county CETA

City Office
of

Office of, Esploislent

and Community Programs

°ffice Of the CirY Manager
and

Mnntery CRTA Administration



Site

Nashua County,
New Hampshire

New_York,_
New York

Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

Steuben County,.
New York

Prime Sponsor

Southern_New Hampshire
Services/CETA

Department of Employment of
the City of New York

City ot Philadelphia Area
Manpower Planning Council

Steuben County Manpower
Administration

Syracuse, City of Syracuse Office of
New York Federal and State Aid

Coordination
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects demonstration,

created wader the Youth Act of 1977; estdblished a job guarantee in 17

communities for disadvantaged 16-19 year-olds, conditiohal on their

returning to or remaining in high school. The demonstration was managed

by local CETA prime sponsors, who were chosen competitively from a field

of 153 applicants. During the course of the demonstration, March 1978

through August 1980, Entitleient prime sponsors enrolled and assigned

76,000 youths to jobs (part-time during the school year, full-time in the

summer), nearly all at the minimum wage. Over 67,000 of the youths were

assigned at seven large-scale Tier I programs, encompassing fuIl'or

partial central city areas or multi-county regions. The remaining youths

rural orwere employed atten Tier II programs; covering smaller cities,

semi-rural counties, or school-district-sized neighborhoods.

A distinctive component of the Entitlement demonstration was the

congressional authorization for prime sponsors to recruit private busi-

nesses as work sponsors, in addition to public and nonprofit agencies.

Youth wages could be subsidized at up to 100 percent of the minimum wage,

with the prime sponsors managing a central payroll for all enrollees.

Over the course of the demonstration, 5,959 private businesses were

recruited to serve as work sponsors, comprising 55 percent of all work

sponsors that participated, and nearly 20 percent of all youth job hours

were spent working for private business. This reflected a steady in-

crease from 14 percent of job hours in September 1978 to 23 percent in

June 1980.
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The private sector authorization in Entitlement marked a departure

from youth work experience programs under CETAi which had limited wcrk

sponsorships to public and nonprofit sponsorS. While there had pre-
,

viousiy been small vocational exploration and work sampling projects in

some communities, and an authorization for CETA prime sponsors to develop

on- the -jobs training subsidies with private employers, Entitlement was the

first large-scale opportunity to test the potential for prime Sponsor/
\ _

private sector cooperation, fot either yOUths or older enrolleeS.

This report addresses the strategies of prime sponsors in recruiting

private bUsinesses, the interest of firms in participating as work

Sponsors, and the experiences of those who partitipated. In particular,

the report assesses tie sensitivity of the participation decision to the

level of wage subsidy offered by the prime sponsor on the basis of a

subsidy variation experiment conducted at two of the program sites. In

AdditiOn, the study assesses the satisfaction of firms with program

administration and with the youths working for them, and the factors

which affected their Willingness to remain active as work sponsors;

Finally, the report addresses the dual congressional mandate that job

Creation for Entitlement youths must not result in "take-Work" jobs or in

displacement of work opportunities for Otherd by examining the relation-

ship between level of work quality and degree of displacement.

Prime Sponsor Job Development Strategies with the Private Sector

While some of the Entitlement prime sponsors did not believe it

particularly necessary or valuable to recruit private business; most

regarded the option to augment the pool of public and nonprofit agencies



as a welcome opportunity. Their enthusiasm was tempered with some

trepidation, however, since CETA prime sponsors had not made significant

inroads with the private sector by 1977, and since the experience with

large-scale on-the-job training programs in the 1960s had led many to

believe that private etploy4rs were reluctant to become involved with

disadvantaged enrollees or with government red tape.

Although prime sponsors were apprehensive about business respon-

siveness; several features of the work sponsorship arrangement were

likely to allay employer reluctance. All Entitlement youths were paid

from a central payroll; managed by the prime sponsor; so that work

sponsors would not have the paperwork burden of carrying youths on their.

payrolls, withholding taxes, or covering them with Workmen's Compensation

Insurance. Furthermore, all prime sponsors save one (Mississippi at 75

percent wage subsidy) opted to subsidize the full minimum wage cost of

enrollees assigned to private businesses. Thus, a youth who worked a

full year with a private employer (10-20 hours per week in the school

year, 30-40 hours per week in the summer), with a full wage subsidy;

would have brought more than $2,500 in subsidized wages to an employer at

the 1980 minimum wage. These arrangements probably marked as attractive

a bargain as a prime sponsor could strike in recruiting a business to

provide work experience for youths.

As a bridge to businesses, several prime sponsors solicited the

Cooperation of Chambers of Commerce, the National Alliance of Business,

or similar business organizations to recruit private employers and

to screen youths for job assignment. Those prime sponsors that empha-

sized private sector job development proposed to give special attention



to their business work sponsors, but the press of enrollment numbers at

the large programs made special efforts difficult to implement. Some

prime sponsors held off a major private sector effort until their pro-

grams had stabilized, then recruited businesses in increasing numbers,

particularly as some began to perceive they had fairly well exhausted the

pool of alailble public and nonprofit agencies;

Prime sponsors generally found that small retail and service esta-

blishments were easier to recruit and more likely to be geographically

accessible to enrollees, who worked after school during the academic

year; Experience revealed that manufacturers and large firms were less

easy to recruit because of multiple bureaucratic clearance problems,

difficulty in scheduling part-time work, dangerous or inappropriate work

for teenagers, or employer concerns about having to negotiate union

approvals to accept subsidized youths; These concerns were reflected in

the mix of businesses recruited.

Businesses participating were primarily in the retail trade or

service industries (over three-fourths), but an appreciable number

(one-tenth) were manufacturers; Most businesses were relatively small,

with over two-thirds employing fewer than ten regular workers. The

average firm sponsored only one to two Entitlement enrollees at a time

compared with the typical public or nonprofit agency, which sponsored two

to four youths;

Subsidy Levels and Participation Rates of Private-Employers_

From January through April 1980, job developers in Baltimore and

Detroit participated in a wage subsidy variation experiment in connection

with the expansion of the Entitlement target:areas in those two communi-



ties. In Detroit, staff listed over 1,000 private businesses that had

not been Entitlement work sponsors. These employers were then randomly

assigned to two groups, one to be approached with the offer of full wage

subsidy and the other at a three-fourths wage subsidy. In Baltimore, job

developers offered employers on one side of town a 50 percent subsidy,

and on the other, a full wage subsidy. The minimum wage during 1980 was

$3.10.

Several conditions of the wage subsidy variation experiment probably

constrained the likelihood of business participation in comparison with

employers at all sites over the longer course of the demonstration. For

the experiment businesses were recruited over five-month period for a

subsidy of limited duration, compared with the much longer job develop-

ment period which existed during the demonstration. Further, early 1980

was a period of economic decline, particularly in Detroit.

Other factors, however, may have tended to make participation rate

estimates overstate the responsiveness of private businesses. First the

experiment measured the decision of firms to participate; but did not

measure the number that actually sponsored youths, since slower than

expected job development and youth assignment in Baltimore and Detroit

prevented making the latter estimate. Furthermore, while job developers

were instructed to approach all businesses, save clearly inappropriate

ones (such as bars and liquor stores), there may have been some tendency

for them to list firms which they believed were more likely to sponsor

youths.

On balance, however, it is likely that the preponderance of experi-

mental conditions may have contributed to a lower bound estimate of
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likely participation rates,.somewhat understating employer responsiveness

iff the longer-term demonstration. With this in mind the following

findings emerged:

The participation rate of businesses that were offered 100
percent wage subsidy, adjusted by multiple regression to
control for differences in employer characteristics, was 18

percent. This appears to corroborate initial prime sponsor
concerns about business responsiveness, despite the full
subsidy and convenience of the central payroll.

The participation rate of businesses offered a three-fourths
subsidy was 10 percent, and the participation rate at one-half
subsidy was 5 percent.

Firms agreeing to participate volunteered two principal rea-
sons: the attractiveness of thP relatively low wage cost, and
the opportunity to do something to help unemployed youths.
More firms cited the altruistic motive as their most important
consideration than volunteered the cheap labor consideration.

Firms which were less than three years old that had previously
employed youths, or that had expanded their work force in the
last year were more likely to participate.

By far the most frequently cited reason for declining to
participate was that the employer simply did not have enough
work, or had work which demanded higher skills than high-school
youths could offer, Very few employers cited government
redtape or administrative problems as disincentives.

Pervarianr,e Prlin mqistration and Assigned
Yolatts-

To assess the experience of private sector sponsors who were active

during the demonstration, an assessment not possible with the relatively

short-term wage subsidy variation experiment, a random sample of private

sector sponsors that were active in September 1979 was interviewed by

telephone in May 1980. Several major findings emerged from that survey:

On the whole, private sponsors were satisfied with the admini-
stration of the Entitlement program. They spoke with program
staff frequently, usually about the performance and progress of
youths at the worksites, and less often about problems with
program administration. More often than not the sponsors found
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program staff helpful on these matters. Over half the sponsors
interviewed requested youths to replace those who had_departed
and 80 percept of those reported that _they_had received re-
placements. Two-thirds indicated they had requested that youths
assigned to them-have some general or specific qualifications,
and over 80 percent of these reported that youths assigned had
met them;

Private sponsors were generally satisfied with the_youths
assigned to them. Over 80 percent reported_the_ypuths'_wprk
habits to be average or betteri and over 80 percent found
youths' attitudes_ and willingness_to work to be average or
better. Three- fourths -found that the youths' performance
improved_ over, time Two-thirds indicated that supervising
the youths did not take more effort than they had originally
anticipated;

The private employers experienced a _fair amount_ of _turnover
among the youths assigned to themi___While typically sponsoring
only one or_two youths at a time, on average private employers
sponsored seven youths, On the basis of the youths that had
stayed longest with them; nearly one-third of the employers had
no youth who lasted more than six months, but another one-
quarter had at least one youth who stayed more than a year.

One-fifth of the employers reported that they had hired Enti=
tlement_enrollees on their own payrolls after sponsoring them
at a subsidy.

To assess work _sponsor satisfaction with individual youths,
employers were asked,to report the tenure and departures_for
the youths that had been most recently assigned to them_(up_to
six- youths could be listed). Of _the most _recently assigned
youths, nearly two-thirds were still_working for_their_employer
at the time of the interview. Employers. indicated that of the
youths who had_departed; they-had been satisfied with the
performance_of 63_percent, had a neutral opinion of about 20
percenti_and had been dissatisfied with 17 percent, The last
group represent 5 percent of the youths_ who_had left on their
own, and 12 percent whom the employer rod "fired'_ (requested
that prime sponsor staff reassign the youths elsewhere);

During the = period September 1979_through May 1980; 87 percent
of the businesses continued to_sponsor youths or -were tempo7
rarily without s_youth at the time they were interviewed. Only
13 percent_ reported they had chosen to cease participation. On
an_Ammualized basis; this would indicate a 17 percent "quit
rate" for private sector sponsors.

Regression_ analysis indicates that_the only factors_which made
a statistically Significant contribution to an employer's



willingness to remain active as a sponsor were factors_ related
to their_degree of satisfaction:with the,youtha assigned to
them. There is also some indication that prime sponsors
recruiting a very large_share_of their work sponsors from the
private _sect_o_r_were__more likely__ ta._experience lower private
sponsor_retention_rates;_ Other factors; connected with program
implementation strategies; did not significantly affect sponsor
retention; These included whether a business Intermediary
group handled_ job_ development and liaison, and whether work
sponsors found program staff to behelpful or not.

Work quality and Displacement

There was a widely held opinion among Entitlement prime sponsors

that the private sector component was valuable for two principal reasons.

First; the expanded pool of potential sponsors that included private

businesses made it easier to assure guaranteed jobs to enrollees.

Second; prime sponsors perceived that the quality of jobs in the private

sector was greater than in public and nonprofit sectors. With respect to

the latter perception, the analysis of workaite quality and the dual

congressional prohibitions against "make-work" jobs and displacement

Indicate a somewhat more complex picture;

From the field reports on a random sample of worksites in all
three sectors, upon- which MDRC has reported_previously, there
are few measures of quality which distinguish private sector
sponsors from all,others. There were lower youth-to-supervisor
ratios in the private sector. Private sponsors were somewhat
less_likely to value the work_whieh youths performed for them;
while youths_ assigned to the private sector were more likely to
think: the assignment- would help them get a job in the future.
On other characteristics and on two overall indices of quality,
however, there were no significant differences between private
sector -and other work sponsors. For all worksites evaluated,
regardless of sector,_ 87 percent were assessed to be adequate
or better and 13 percent were found inadequate.

Concurrent analyses of displacement and work quality in a
sample of private sector worksites indicate that: the higher the
overall quality rating for a_worksite,:the greater theilikeli-
hood_that some other-worker had been displaced from a_job as a
result. Compared with worksites that were judged "inadequate,"
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worksites that were rated "outstanding" displayed 2Z percent
greater displacement. The most pronounced difference in
displacement appears to have been between inadequate worksites
and those rated adequate. There is a trade-off, such that the
less a worksite is constituted "make-work," the greater the
chance that someone has been displaced. The more that em-
ployers need the work done, the greater the likelihood that
they would have hired an unsubsidized worker to perform
that work.

the policy rationale prohibiting "make-work" is clear; particularly

where a program's purpose is to develop an exemplary work experience for

youths; one intended to foster good work habits. The issue of displace-

ment and its acts; on the other hand; appears to encompass several

iMpliCit policy judgments; some of which may compete with each other. If

a work sponsor displaces another disadvantaged youth by hiring n subsi-

dized enrol lee, there may be little net result except n subsidy to the

employer. If a non-disadvantaged youth is dimplacedi but has more

alternatives available than the disadvantaged enrollee, policymakers

might attach a different value to this redistributive effect. if the

employer that benefits from a displacement subsidy is a young firmi

seeking to establish itself in n declining neighborhood, polivymakers

could regard the subsidy ns having different value than a subsidy to an

established firm in a more stable neighborhood.

While the available data do not indicate which of these displacement

impacts was most prominent for private sector work sponsors in Entitle-

ment although there is good reason to believe that all were present to

some extent -- th congressional prohibition against displacement

does not address 014- lifferential impacts nor assin relative priori-

ties for avoiding cert,L ones more than others. Clearly, however, if

.there is a strong emphasis on ',avoiding "make-work," part of the price of



involving the private sector is some degree of displacement.

Findings from surveys with private employers and from interviews

with prime sponsor staffs indicate.,that the ability access the private

sector was a valuable feature of `the Entitlement demonstration. It

greatly eased the ability of some prim sponsors to satisfy the require-

ment that they guarantee jobs to eligile youths, thus probably

raised the quality of other worksites by educing the need for prime

sponsors to ask them to overload themselves wi too many youths. Youths

working with private sponsors seemed to value.\the experience somewhat

more highly than the you.ths who were assigned to. .public and nonprofit

employers, and many of them were subsequently picked the private

employers' pyrolls. Recruiting and serving private se4or work sponsors
. .

took more staff time, however, and did not result in draMlatically higher

quality worksites. Where criality was greater at private\ sector work-

sites, so was displacement.

Thus, the benefits of the private sector component in, Entitlement

were substantial, if somewhat offset by countervailing costs. The

relatively low participation rate of firms, even at a full wkge subsidy,

and the notably lower participation, where firms had to assume part of

the wage cost, may additionally raise some questions abut business

community responsiveness to employing disadvantaged youths at costs below

the minimum wage.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

ofCongressional enactment ot the Youth Employment and Demonstration

Projects Act (YEDPA) in August 1977 marked the beginning o; a major

'national effort to test' several approaches to attack the severe problems
a

of youth employment and educational attainment. One of the largest

programs under the act was the Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Pro-

jects, or the Entitlement demonstration. The development, oversight, and

research of the demonstration were directed by the Manpower Demonstration

Research Corporation (MDRC) under the overall supervision and policy

direction of the U.S. Department of Labor.

The demonstration was established in an attempt to determine if a

guaranteed minimum-wage work experience, combined with a school require-

ment, would enhance the future education, employability and earnings of

disadvantaged youths. Work was provided on a year-round basis (full-time

in the summer, part-time during the school year) to all 16-19 year-old

low-income youths in specific geographic areas on the condition that

these youths remain in, or return to, school and that they make satis-

factory progress toward a high school diploma or its equivalent.

Thd Entitlement demonstration operated from MarCb 1978 through

August 1980 as the responsibility of 17 local and state government prime

sponsors; established under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

(CETA) of 1973. Nearly 76,000 youths were enrolled and asssigned to jobs

during this period in target areas that encompassed all or part of the

prime sponsor jurisdictions, as summarized in Table 1. Seven of the

projects, called Tier I sites, were authorized to serve large numbers



Table 1

DESCRIpTIONIOFIENTITLEMENT AREAS AND CUMULATIVE NUMBER-OF ASSIGNED YOUTH
IN THE YOUTH ENTITLEMENT DEMONSTRATION THROUGH AUGUST 1980, BY SITE

Cumulative
Number of Youth

Demonstration Site Enti_tletiernt-AcNa- Assigned

Tier I

Baltimore _

Four complete high SehOO1 districts
And part of a fifth 16,890

Boston Pour school districts; parts of
seven others

9..780

Cineihnatti Entire City 5,160

DehVer Entire city 3,480
.

Detroit Five school districts 12,260

King-Snohomish King and Snohomish counties includ-
ing the city of Seattle 6;580

Mississippi Nineteen rural counties located in
a belt across the state 12,960

Total Tier I
. 67,110

Tier II

Alachua COUnty Two school districts encompassing
urban and rural areas in Florida 480

Albuquerque One school dittrict 1,560

Berkeley Entire city 1,250

Dayton -iiiiensus tract 340

Hillsborough Entire city of Nashua, New Hampshire 330

Monterey One school distritt is in a pre-
dOMinantly rural area of California 620

New York Part of one school district in
Brooklyn 1,520

Philadelphia One census tract in NOrth Phila-
delPhia 680

Steuben County SeVen school-districts in rural
Steuben County, New York ,

350

Syracuse Entire city 1,700

Total-Vier-II--
°,830

Total Demonstration,
75;940

SOURCE: Original Entitlementjoroposalsiand-tabulations of Monthly Performance
Report data from the Entitlement Information syttem

NOTES4 This table shows the original EntitlerileAtareas, whiCh were somewhat
expanded in late 1979 in Detroiti:Baltimorei and seven Tier II tit-et: CUmulative
numbers of youths assigned include youths in the original and expansion areas.

aAn assigned youth is a youth who has been paid wages on the Entitlement
paytoll. Numbers have been rounded to the nearest ten.
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youths by entitling all eligible youths in an entire central city

(Cincinnati, Denver; Washington's King and Snohomish Counties, includ-

ing Seattle), partial city poverty neighborhoods (Baltimore; Boston,

.Dettoit)i and a 19-county area in southern Mississippi; Ten smaller

projects, called Tier II sites; entitled all eligible youths in smaller

cities, rural or semi-rural counties, or school-district-sized areas. 1

Demonstration prime sponsors faced two primary and complementary

taSks. They first had to inform eligible youths in the demonStration

target areas of their entitlement to participate in the program and

then be prepared to enroll thcitd'Whowanted to take part. Second, to

make good on the entitlement offer, they had to locate and recruit

employers to serve as work sponsors for the participants. The Entitle-

ment legislation (Title II, subpart 1 of YEDPA) facilitated this job

development mandate by authorizing the prime sponsors to recruit poten-

tial work sponsors from all sectors of their local economies, including

the private-for-profit business sector.

Entitlement was thus the first major opportunity for manpower

operators to elicit the participation of private businesses in a youth

employment program. While there had been some on-the-job training

arrangements previously -- with limited results, as distutiged in Chapter

2 -- very little liaison had been established with the private sector in4

youth programs. There were scattered small-scale efforts to involve the

1

The 17 prime sponsors were authorized to continue operations in
fiscal year 1981, following the_toncluSion ofithe demonstration, on a
fixed-slot (non - entitlement) basis, at a level proportionate to their
enrollment during the`'46MonStration period.



private sector -- including educational cooperative work-study, the

traditional vocar-"Nnal education programs, and work sampling projects

such as the Vocational Exploration Program -- but wage-paying work

experience was almost completely confined to public and nonprofit

agencies. Entitlement's potential scale, and its provision for subsi-

dizing up to 100 percent of the participants' wages marked a major

departure from these relatively small ventures and from the traditir,nal

pattern of providing work experience.

The large-scale efforts by several of the demonstration prime

sponsors to work with private businesses, therefore, offer the oppor-

tunity to explore not only the role of the private sector in Entitlement,

but also to examine the lessons which the demonstration may provide to

-

other employment and training initiatives for youths.
1

During the pa-;t

few years, there has been a growing interest among policymakers in

expanding private sector involvement with employment and training pro-

grams, as evidenced by the 1978 amendments to CETA, which created the

Private Sector Initiatives Program; in hearings and reports of the Vice

President's Task Force on Youth Employment; through the ongoing Work-

Education Councils sponsored by the National Institute for Work and

Learning; and as seen in several smaller demonstrations under YEDPA

sponsored by organizations such as the Corporation for Public/ Private

Ventures and Youthwork, Incorporated. (See Wirtz, et al., 1975;

Other research being conducted on the Entitlement' program includes:
the evaluation of: participation rates of eligible youths, and ptogram
impacts_on_education and employment; assessment of program implementa-
tion; and the quality of work experience proVided to youths. These are
listed at the end of this report.

-4-
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Corporation for Public/Private Ventures, 1980; Vice PreSident's Task

Force on Youth Employment, 1980.) The experiences of prime sponsors and

participating businesses with Entitlement- jobs add to the knowledge in

this area and may therefore be of some wider policy interest.

The Program-Model and-Conditions Affecting
Private Sector Work Sponsors

The YEDPA legislation and subsequent program regulations set forth

several conditions on the jobs developed for Entitlement participants.

Work experience positions were not to be "make-work," bUt were to provide

youths with "opportunities to learn and earn that will lead to meaningful

employment opportunities after they have completed the program." Work

experience positions should lead to a net crea ion of new job opportuni-

ties and not result in the displacement of work nities for others.

Entitlement participants should be assigned to positions which permit

them to work an average of no less than 10 and no more 20 hours per week

during the school year, and from 30 to 40 hours per week. in the summer.

Youths were to be paid at the minimum wage, except that prime sponsors

could seek authorization to create. positions at prevailing wage rates.

Wages for youths assigned to private businesses could be subsidized at up

to 100 percent.

During the period of competition :or Entitlement grants, in which

over 150 CETA prime sponsors applied, all of the 34 sponsors selected for

the final round of competition were required to submit enough job slot

commitments from potent!al work sponsors to ensure a work experience for

all of the eligible youths that the prime sponsor expected would partici-

pate. Guidelines for the final applications specified that if a prime

3 to



sponsor offered private businesses a full wage subsidy for sponsoring

youths, the prime sponsor must also submit a plan for subsequently

reducing the level of the private sector subsidy over time. Under the

tight time pressures of the final application round (the last two months

of 1977), all prime sponsor:, but one, that approached businesses made an

initial offer of 100 percent subsidy; The exception was the state of

Mississippi, which decided to subsidize 75 percent of the minimum wage in

its 19-county Entitlement area.
1

To ensure the ability to measure program costs and program p-i:irtici-

pation rates in the impact evaluation and to provide for greater fiscal

control and simplified payroll procedures, program regulations specified

that all participant wages be paid from a central payroll, operated under

the direction of the Entitlement prime sponsors. Thusi potential work

sponsors would not be.required to put participants on their own payroll,

to withhoid taxes, or to include participants in their regular fringe

benefit packages.

Participating youths were entitled to work experience as long as

they maintained program eligibility; that is, until they turned 20 years

old, moved from the program target area, crossed the family poverty

income line, completed high school or earned an equivalency degree.

Conditions of continuing eligibility also included satisfactory progress

toward a high school or General Equivalency (GED) diploma, adherence to

1
-Four -of the 17 sponsors finally selected to operate an Entitlement

program initially proposed to assign less than 5 percent of their en7
rollees in the private sector. The rest proposed private sector slot
levels ranging from 10 to 80 petcent. (Ball, et al., 1979: 103).
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minimum schocil attendance and performance standards set by prime spon-

a-ors; and satisfactory performance at the work experience positions.

Work sponsors would not hat-re the authority to terminate a youth's en-

titlement, but could request that youths be trahaferred from their

employment. Prime sponsors retained the authority to terminate youths

from the program for unsatisfactory behavior at the worksite. Where

youths were to be katigned to a union shop, the prime sponsor was re-

quired to consult with the union to ensure that participant jobs were

strut ed so as not to duplicate job positions of the regular work

force.

From the vantage point of private businesses in the 17 communities;

demonstration job deVelapers appeared to have had a telatiVely attractive

bargain to offer. Subsidized at the full minimum wage cost, -a youth

working 10 -20 hours per week in the Sthool year and 30-40 hours a week in

the summer would have brought more than $2,500 in subsidized wages to a

private employer at the 1980 minimum wage. The buSineSS had to be

prepared, in turn, to offer a "meaningful" work experience to economi-

cally disadVantaged youths; one which would not displace others; and to

structure the jobs for part -time work from September through May and for

full -time work in the summer. The business; however; would incur no

participant wage costs and have relatively little paperwork; the firm had

only to record youths' time and attendance. Program staff were available

to pick up time and attendance records and to discuss probletS at the

worksite.

The agreement to sponsor youths was not without some potential

difficulties, however. If the firm later agreed to a partial sub;idy,

-7--
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it would have to reimburse the prime sponsor for its share of the wages

paid from the Entitlement payroll. Furthermore; superVising high school

youths, many with no prior work experience; could be a challenge, and the

employers would have to assume the cost of supervision. Even at full

subsidy; employers were not provided with entirely "free" labor.

Organization and Data Sources of the Report

How prime sponsors recruited private businesses, the response of

businesses to the offer of subsidized jobs and the experiences of

private employers and participants are the subjects of this report.

Taken together, an assessment of all three may offer some indications

about the utility of subsidizing a private sector cortribution to

youth employment strztegy. The report addresses several major questions:.

Prime Sponsor Recruitment Efforts

What strategies did'-prime sponsors develop to recruit private
employers as work sponsors? TD what extent did_ they request
the cooperation -of business intermediary groups, and what roles
did those groups play?.

Types of Firms Participating and Jobs Provided

tow -many businesses participated as work sponsors-? What kinds
of businesses? What kinds of jobs did they provide to Entitle-
ment participants?

Rates of Business Participation and Sensitivity to Sdbsidy
Level

What- proportion of businesses approached_ agreed to participate?
To what extent did the level of wage subsidy contribute to the
decision whether to participate? ! What reasons did bdsinesses
give for their dec.tsion to participate, or to decline partici-
pation? To-_ what extent_ did_ firms indicate- -that their reluc-!
tance to participate was_ influenced by concern about red-tape
and bureaucratic tangles with local governments?



PatternS of Business Participation and Levels of Satisfaction

How many youths did the average firm sponsor? How'Stabld was
youth tenure with private sector sponsors? Hew satisfied were
businesses with the experience of work sponsorship? Did any
subsequently hire participants on their own payrolls, without _a
wage subsidy? What were the retention and the "quit" rates of
private sector work sponsors, and what factors influenced
their decision to remain active or to cease participation?

Quality of Work Experiences Provided and Relationship to
Displacement

Did private sector work sponsors- provide diatinCtiVely better
Work experience than public and nonprofit _agencies and _was
there less tendency to provide "make-work" jobs? To_the extent
that jobs were not "makerwork," was there any countervailing
tendency to displace other workers by sponsoring Entitlement
participants?

Value of the Private Sector for a Youth Job Giiarentee

In what ways did_the opportunity to recruit businesses contri-
bute to the ability =of prime sponsors to provide guaranteed
employment for participants?

The study addresses these issues with data from four principal

sources, each of which is the major source for one of the four chapters

in the report. Information on prime sponsor expectations about private

sector participation and on their strategies for recruitiag and serving

busineS6 work sponsors is drawn primarily from field interviewing that

was conducted throughout the course of the demonstration by MDRC research

associates andLprogram field monitors, as well as consultants to MDRC.

These individuals reported periodically upon job development, job assign-

tent, and work sponsor liaison activities at each of the 17 demonstration

sites. Their field reports form the basis for discusSiOn of job develop-

ment in two previously published reports on program implementation (Ball,

et al., 1979; Diai, et al., 1980), which in turn are summarized in

Chapter 2 of this report.



Estimation of the response of private businesses to different levels

of wage subsidies, the subject of the thirdschapter, is based upon

findings from a wage subsidy variation experiment. The experiment, in

which program job developers approached private employers who were

systematically chosen to be offered one of three wage subsidy levels

(I00, 75, and 50 percent of the youths' hourly minimam wage)* was con-

ducted at the Baltimore and Detroit sites during the first half of 1980.

Telephone interviews with a random sample of 311 of these businesses were

conducted in August 1980.

Chapter 4 of the report discusses the experiences of private em-

ployers who had sponsored youths during the final school-year of the

demonstration, 1979-1980. A random sample of 513 employers at the 12

sites that had recruited appreciable numbers of private sector sponsors

was interviewed by telephone during the spring of 1980. Information

about the quality of the work experience in the private sector, and about

the relationship between levels of displacement and worksite quality*

discussed in the final chapter, is based upon field visits with a random

sample of private sector sponsors conducted by MDRC field monitors and

consultants during the summer andfall of 1979. A much more detailed

analysis of worksite quality has been reported in an earlier volume in

the MDRC series on program implementation (Ball* et al., 1980).
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Chapter 2

PRIME SPONSOR STRATEGIES IN RECRUITING PRIVATE EMPLOYERS

In developing work experience opportunities for youths; CETA prime

sponsors in the 1970s usually had an established base of public and

nonprofit agencies that they approached every year for the Summer Youth

Employment program and other projects they Operated during the school

year These Agencies also became the mainstay for the Entitlement

program. Job development; for most Entitlement prime sponsors, was

not a matter of starting cold, but of contacting local Agencies abopt

the Entitlement project, describing it as similar to the summer youth

program; only on a year-round basis, and asking how many youths the

agencies could reasonably sponsor while providing a suitable work ex-

perience.

Thirteen of the 17 Entitlement sponsors, in their final applications

submitted in 1977, Solicited over half of their job slots from the

traditional pool of public and nonprofit Sponsors (Ball; et al;f 1979:

103). In fact, their ability to develop sufficient commitments to meet

their expected enrollment, especially during the Short final application

period; was dependent upon their previous working relationships with

those agencieS. Nigh -level support, in the fokm of a directive from the

mayor's office to public agency heads, greatly facilitated the process at

Several sites.

Approaching private businesses, however; meant break:. new ground

for many of the Entitlement sponsors While the CETA legislation had

previously authorized on-the-job training arrangements in the private

sector,.few prime sponsors had tapped private businesses to any Signifi-



cant degree. On a nation-wide basis, in fiscal years 1975 -77, CETA prime

sponsors had assigned fewer than 9 percent of all their enrollees; and

spent less than 10 percent of their training funds in OJT contracts.'

Furthermore; the last major effort to enlist the cooperation of the

private sector had preceded CETA -- the Job Opportunities in the Business

Sector (JOBS) program, established during the final year of the Johnson

administration. Launched with characteristic Great Society enthusiasm by

the White House and the newly formed NatiOnal AlliLace of Business

(NAB); the program aimed to develop thousands of on-the-job training

positions for economically disadvantaged adults. While large numbers

were trained; eVAltiAticihg of the program found that its scale often

exceeded the implementation capability of the federal government and

local NAB affiliates; and complex contracting procedures, generating

large amounts of paperwork and reporting; had frustrated many partici-

pating businesses. (Sec; for example, Kobrak, 1973.)

Thus; with relatively little prior contact in the private sector;

and with apprehension among senior manpower orofessiorals who remembered

the pre-CETA experience; Entitlement sponsors approached the private

Sector with a mixture of enthusiasm and trepidation. Some prime sponsors

did not regard the private sector option as particularly useful or

necessary to meet the job guarantee mandate. All but one of those that

did plan to develop private employer commitments felt it necessary to

offer the maximum authorized full 100 percent wage subsidy. Furthermoie,

1
Source: CETA Quarterly Progress Reports, Employment and Training

Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.
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Entitlement sponsors were generally slow to follow up with the required

subsidy reduction plans for fear that businesses; having originally been

Offered tisk 100 percent subsidy, would be unwilling to lower the subsidy.

Consequently, MDRC and the Department of Labor in 1978 issued a mandated

plan which all Entitlement sponsors would have to follow unless they

submitted an acceptable alternative. The rationale for this requirement

was primarily that, while the Entitlement legislation permitted as much

AS 100 percent subsidy, previous OJT programs had generally imposed a

ceiling of a 50 percent subsidy, which was meant to offset the lost

productivity that an employer would incur while training an enrollee;

The batic plan required that any private sector sponsor 'oho, Oh or

after January 1979, had sponsored any youth for 12 months would be asked

to assume 50 percent of the youth's wage cost. If hot, the youth would

be reassigned to another Spousor and the employer would lose the job slot

for any future assignment of Entitlement youths.' Entitlement spon-

sors, with varying degrees of diligence and accuracy in their job assign-

sent records, began active enforcement of the subsidy reduction require-

ment in late 1979 and early 1980.

It should be reiterated that, although most Entitlement staffs

envisioned the recruitment of private employers to be a new and potenti-

ally difficult business, expecting little private sector enthUSiagm for

involvement with a government program* the bargain 'OhiCh they.had to sell

'As discussed _in _Chapter. 1, file Mississippi program agreed to offer ar
75_percent_ wage subsidy from the outset. The subsidy reduCtiOn arrange-
ments under which the other Entitlement sponsors began to operate in 1979
are listed in Appendix B.



to firms was probably the most attractive that could be offered. There

was a full wage subsidy at the outset and a prime-sponsor managed pay-

roll. In the anticipation that private businesses might still-be reluc-

tant to come forward in large numbers, however; those prime\ sponsors

which chose to approach the private sector took special care to develop a

private business recruitment strategy.

Various strategies were used. In Detroit, letters were sent to

private businesses over the mayor's signature, inviting their partnership

in the Entitlement endeavor. In Denver; the local affiliate of the

National Alliance of Business was contracted to approach employers,

develop job openings, and screen youths for assignment to private firms.

The Cincinnati prime sponsor, although not placing as strong a priority

on private sector involvement, subcontracted with the Chamber of Commerce

to handle private sector job development and youth referrals. The

Hillsborough County, New Hampshire prime sponsor made a similar arrange-

ment with its Chamber of Commerce and received Department of Labor

authorization to develop job openings in higher than minimum wage posi-

tions; with an emphasis on the expanding manufacturing sector in southern

New Hampshire. IL Philadelphia, a local business-gabor organization

approached local businesses including a fairly large share of small

manufacturing firms.

Other Entitlement sponsors also made a strong initial recruiting

effort in the private sector, but chose to do so directly, without the

assistance of a business intermediary group. Monterey County, California

approached small retail and service establishments in the Entitlement

area towns of Gonzales and Soledad and the nearby city of Salinas: The
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BaltiMOre prime sponsor consulted with a local CETA-buSiness advisory

group to obtain listings of firms, then established a special private

sector job development and liaison group within its Entitlement and. youth

programs division.

TM results of the initial job development efforts to recruit

private sector and public or nonprofit sponsors are summarized in Table

2. During the starting months through August 1978, eight of the prime

sponsors recruited more private businesses than public and nonprofit

agencies, although in terms of all sponsors recruited, nearly two-thirdS

Were in the government and nonprofit sectors.

As the demonstration developed dUritig the first and second full

school years, 1978-79 and 1974=80, the programs with a strong initial

priority on the private sector continued to recruit more than half of

their work sponsors from the private sector. Other prime sponsors began

to place greater emphasis on recruiting private businesses later in the

demonstration period. Program staffS froth

in King and Snohomish counties, for example,

any great necessity to expand job development

e several program agents

d not initially seen

efforts beyond the well-

ettabliShed arrangements with public and nonprofit agencies. As the

demonstration aged, however, not" only did program staffs find that there

was enough program stability to ladriCh a private sector recruiting

effort, but also that the pool of available public and nonprofit agencies

was diMinishing. During the final school year; 1979-80, King-Snohomish

staffs recruited more new private businesses than sponsors from the other

sectors.

This delayed private sector recruitment was even more pronounced in
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Table 2

DISTRIBUTION OF WORK SPONSORS BECOMING ACTIVE FOR THE FIRST TIME

DURING SELECTED TIME PERIODS,

BY SECTOR OF WORK SPONSOR AND SITE

February 1978 - AUlutt 1978 --September-1478---August
1979 September 1979--lugust 1980 j TotaI ThteUghAUJUSt 19807

Sectors

ite
Private Sector Other Sectors Private Sector Other Sectors Private Setter Othet SeCtorS IRriate-SecterOther

ier I
.

,

Baltimore 186 183 266 98 251 111 703 392
Baton 188 366 264 224 239 110 691 700
Cincinnati -68 370 117 149 75 54 20 573
Denver 314 251 171 84 24 115 515 350
Detroit 277 222 383 179 509 283 1,169 68

King7Snohomish :19 434 156 184 356 97 531 715
Mississippi 100 446 694 99 335 74 1;129 619

--Total Tier I
li

1,152 2;272 2;057 1;017 1,789 744 4998 4;033

[ier II

.

.

Alachua County 18 12 1 5 :1 10 26 27

Albuquerque 0 16 0 9 27 32 21 57

Berkeley 7 84 3 38 18 34 28, 156

Dayton 1 9' 3
7 I 14 5 30

Hillsborough 35 22 32 7. 44 11 111
40.

Mottetel 1-4 26 27 12 116
55. 217 93

New York- 59 30 102 40 :62 109 223 179

Philadelphia: 57 21 28 II 112 52 197 86

Steuben County JO 4 0 5 0 13 :io 22

Syracuse 78 94 22 20 27 127 130-

TbUI Tie 329 320 218 154 414 , 346 961 820

Tetellemonstration 1;481 2;592 2;275 1,171 21203 1;090 5;959 4;853

...
_1

SOURCE; Menthly Performance Report data from the Entitlement Information System.

WIN

.
,

NOTES; "Active For the Plitt TiMentefetS to the first month during which a youth was assigned to a work sponsor and was paid. Not all sites

began assigning youth by February 1978.
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the 19- county Mississippi Entitlement area The program began in the

summer of 1978,and by late in the year, a Latta number of youth enrollees

did not have job assignmentS. The local job developers indicated, and

program monitoring generally verified, that the relatively small Oublic

sector in many of the more rural counties had reached capacity in the

numbers of youths they could employ. The private sector was the only

target of opportunity available, and as Table 2 indicates; in the 1978-79

and 1979-80 school yearsi Mississippi job developers recruited seven

times as many priVate businesses as new public agencies.

Piime sponsor staffs utilized several rUleS of thumb in identifying

and approachingprivate busineSSes. It was important to locate busi-

nesses which were fairly accessible to enrollees, who were eligible

to work 10-20 hours per,week after school during the academic year.

One problem that some prime sponsors encountered (Baltimore and Denver,

,

particularly) was that initial solicitations produced interested employ-

ers outside the central city, whose distance from the Entitlement area.

did not allow youths adequate Working time to meet the 10-hour weekly

minimum guarantee after school. The Monterey program staff, who wanted

to develop jobs in SaIluas, 15 miles from the Entitlement area, arranged

a bus service after school and into the early evening. Generally speak-

ing; however, Entitlement prime sponsors sought to develop jobs close to

enrollees' homes and schools; and small businesses in the Entitlement

neighborhoods proved to be a useful resource.

Entitlement job developers stayed away from some businesses as

inappropriate workplace for youths, excluding bars, liquor stores,

massage parlorS; adult book stores and the like. In addition; during the
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early months, job developers found that certain kinds of firms seemed

particularly difficult to recruit. Large manufacturing firms -- for

reasons that included the multiple bureaucratic clearances necessary

to reach a worksite agreement, employer concern about upsetting the

unions, child labor laws prohibiting certain kinds of work, difficulty in

scheduling parttime jobs for youths; or geographic inaccessibility --

were judged by many prime sponsors to take more staff time to develop

than seemed affordable, given the large numbers of youths for whom jobs

had to be found. It was not an insurmountable problem to develop.some

manufacturing jobs; however, particularly in smaller firms. Both the

Hillsborough and Philadelphia prograMs in Tier II demonstrated this.

ThUSi for reasons of neighborhood accessibility* sheer numbers of

available employers, and lack of bureaucratic clearance, job developers

generally found it more fruitful to recruit relatively small businesses

and service establishments. Two surveys of random samples of private

employers -- those active in the demonstration in the 1979-80 school

year, and those contacted for the wage subsidy variation experiment (see

Chapters 3 and 4) -- revealed fairly consistently that about 40 percent

Of the businesses approached or recruited had fewer than five fulltime

employees (counting two parttime employees as one fulltime equivalent),

and twothirds had fewer than ten fulltime workers.

Businesses that served as work sponsors typically took only one or

two youths at a time, reflecting their small size. This compares with

public and nonprofit agency work snonsors that more typically took twice

as many youths. Half the private sector work sponsors in July 1979, for

example, had only one youth assigned, while half the public and nonprofit

18



agencies had two youths. Reflecting the weight of thoSe sponsors who

employed larger numbers, the average private sponsor had two youths;

whereas the average nonprofit or public agency had three to five youths.

(Diaz, et al., 1980: 126.)

Table 3 displays the cumulative number of for=profit employees

recruited by Entitlement prime sponsors and the proportion of enrollee

job hours worked in the private sector. Some 55 percent of all work

sponsors were from the for-profit sector; but since they typically

accepted fewer youths, they accounted for only one=fifth of all youth job

hours during the demonstration period.

The industrial distribution of the private sector sponsors recruited

during the demonstration is given in Table 4. The retail trade and

services emphasis of prime sponsor recruitment is Clear; with nearlf half

of all the private work sponsors in retail businesses and over one-fourth

in the category of service establishments. The occupational distribution

of youth job hours in the private sector reflects the indUtittieS to WhiCh

youths were assigned and the relatively low-skill jobs WhiCh employers

assigned them. Two-thirds of the private sector job hours were in

clerical; food service, sales and building maintenance-type jobs, as

shown in Table 5.

In working with the private sector, many prime sponsors initially

expressed concern that private sponsors should be aCcorded some degree of

special consideration, for there was a widespread belief that private

employers were likely to be less tolerant of administrative fOUl=Ups.

SeVeral programs used intermediary organizations, as they did in recruit-

ment, to interview and screen youths and make a match with employer



DISTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS
AND HOURS WORKED IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR, THROUGH AUGUST 1980,

BY SITE

hP

Private Sector Work Sponsors Private Sector Hours

Cumulative_
Private_Sector

Sponsors

_ _Percent

Private Sector
_Of All Sponsors

Cumulative
Private Sector

Hoursa

Percent
Private Si
Of All HI

?r I:

3altimore 703 64.2 1;530;400 14.3
3oston_ _ 691 49.7 1,521,200 20;,5

:incinnati 260 31.2 418,200 14.0
)enver 515 59.5 601;400 28.0
)etroit 1169 63;1 2;206;500 40.0
Cing7Snohomish 531 42.6 249,500' 8.4
lississippi 1129 64.6 1,097,200 12.6

Total Tier I 4998 55.3 7;624;500 18.8

it II:

dachua_COunty 26 49;1 14,400 5.6
dbuquergue 27 32.1 i7,000 1.1
lerkeIey 28 14.9 21,300 2.6
iayton 5 14.3 2,900 1.8
allsborough 111 73.5 124,000 63.3
lonterey 217 70.0 180,500 63.3
Few York 223 54.1 276,700 35.8
biladelphia 197 69.6 186;600 55;9
yracuse 127 49.4 187;600 24.6

Total Tier II 961 54.0 1,000,900 22.9

al Demonstration 5959 55.1 8;625;400 19.2

SOURCE: Monthly Performance Report data from Entitlement Information System;

NOTES: Steuben County had no private-for-profit activity and is not shown in tab
al job hours and sponsors from this site do, however; contribute to the Total Tier I]
al Demonstration percentages shown.

aJob hours have been rounded to the nearest hundred.
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Table 4

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVE PRIVATE SECTOR-WORK SPONSORS
THROUGH AUGUST 1980, BY TIER AND INDUSTRY TYPE

a
Industry Type Tier I Tier II

Total
Demonstration

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 3.6 0.6 3.1

Mining /Construction 2.9 2.4 2.9

ManUfatturing 9.1 13.7 9.8

Transportation/Communications/
Utilities 1.9 2.6 2.0

Trade_

Wholesale-Trade : i 2.3 1.7 2.2
Building MaterialS/HardWare 1.8 1.5 1.7
General Merchandise 3-3. 4.1 3.5
FOod Stores 8.6 6.7 8.3
Auto Service- Stations 5.6 3.0 5.2
Apparel/Accessories 5.1 7;9 5.5
Furniture_ 2.4 34 2.6
Eating Places 10.5 6.8 9.9
Miscellaneous 7.6 12.7 8.4

Tbtal Trade 47.1 47.9 47.3

Finance/Insurance/Real Estate 5.6 6.0 5.6

Services__
Lodgings _ 0.9 0.7 0.9
Personal-Services 4.6 2.5 4.2
Business servidet 4;7 2.5 4.3
AttOMOtive Repair 5.6 7.0 5.9
MiStellindOus Repair 1.6 2.6 1.8
Amusements/Recreation/Motion 1.4 2.2 1.5
Pictures

HealthEervices 3.3 3.8 3.4
Legal Services 1.7 1.3 1.7
EducationalServices 0.4 0.2 0.4
Social Services' 2..7. 1.3 2.7
MiScellaneOus Services 2.1 2.6 2.2

Total Services 29.3 26.8 28.9

Unknown 0.4 0.1 0.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

SOURCE: Monthly Progress Report data from the Entitlement Information System.

NOTES: PercentSmay not sum to 100 due to rounding.

a
Induttrial categories are based on the divisional groupings of

the Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SIC), published by the
Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, in 1972.
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Table 5

PERCENTAGE-DISTRIBUTION OF HOURS WORKED IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR
THROUGH AUGUST 1980, BY TIER AND OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY

Percentage Distribution By Tier

Total
Occupational Categori-Ps Tier -Tier II Demonstration

Clerical 33.1 36.6 33.5

Food Service 14.6 4.7 13.5

Building construction,
maintenance, repair 13.2 6.7 12;4

Sales 8.6 16.6 9.6

Auto mechanic, service
station attendant 5.2 6.4 5.4

Care of children, and
the elderly 3.4 1.8 3.2

Warehousing, material
handling 2.6 5.6 2.9

Medical assistant 2.8 2.6 2.7

Community workers,
recreational aides 2.8 0.5 2.5

Other 13.b 18.5 14.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

__SOURCE: Monthly Performance Report data from the Entitlement Information
System;

NOTES Occupational categories were derived from groupings -of similar
. jobs as defined by 37-digit codes from the_Dictionary of Occupational Titles,

Fourth Edition,- published by the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and
Training Administration, in 1977.



needs in the hope that they could clarify communications and smooth the

liaison With businesses; The King-Snohomish program agents, as another

example, sought to implement a policy of only referring older youths and

high school seniors to private businesses, or youths who had displayed

good work habits and work motivation on public/ nonprofit worksites. The

Boston program initially attempted to establish an el-rib-orate job=thatching

process for enrollees; During the course of program implementation,

however, the press of numbers at the large programs made it difficult for

prime sponsors to maintain Special job assignment and program liaison

procedures for private employers. Except perhaps Where intermediary

organizations played a role; prime sponsor usually found they did not

have the luxury of enough time or staff to treat private businesses much

differently frOt public and nonprofit sponsors.

Entitlement prime sponsors succeeded in signing up nearly 6,000

buSinesses, as Table 3 has shown. Thitt is evidence of a large job

development effort; especially since all but one of the Tier 1 projects

recruited over 500 businesses each. After recruiting businesses, an

intensive program staff liaison operation was necessary to assign youths,

C011ett time sheets from employers, consult with employers about problems

with youths on the worksite, and to procesS employer requests for youths

to replace those who had not workedout with the employer.

The magnitude of private sector activity is especially noteworthy

Sint-6 prime sponsors had to develop these work experience opportunities

de novo, without the previous working relationships that they had

established in the other sectors, and without the kind top -level

assistance which mayors could provide in lining up public agency co-

-237-
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operation.

In the larger Tier I communities, where thousands of youths agreed

the schoolforwork bargain, many staffs agreed that the private

sector option greatly facilitated the delivery on that bargain, given the

fixed and relatively small capacity of the public and notforprofit

sectors. Without the opportunity to develop jobs made possible by the

private sector authorization, many staffs believed that the public and

nonprofit agencies would have been overloaded with too many enrollees.

Other prime sponsors saw a much more positive side .to this opportunity,

believing that work experience in the private sector might offer youths a

better chance to get hired after their program assignments. Many

job developers and senior prime sponsor staffs also believed that private

businesses were less prone to create "makework" opportunities than

public and nonprofit sponsors.

It should also be noted, however, that this active participation

by certain private businesses did not reflect a universal agreement by

every business contacted to accept the attractive offer of "free" labor.

Many firms both large and small, manufacturing, retail and service

establishments -- declined to participate. A discussion of how willing

businesses were to agree to sponsor youths follows in the next chapter.



Chapter 3

THE RESPONSE OF_PRIVATE BUSINESSES IN
THE WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT

The Entitlement program demonstrated clearly that prime sponsor

Staffs, with or without the help of business intermediaries, could

effectively recruit private businesses, and that large numbers of firms

would agree to participate. The demonstration also helped to dispel some

myths about the unwillingness of the private sector to cooperate in a
_

government subsidized training program, and gave prime sponsors eXperi-

ence in working with private businesses. That experience probably helped

many of them to achieve a secondary goal: building bridges to the private

sector for future program initiatives.

There were still questions left open, however, especially about the

level of a subsidy to the private sector. The decision of all Entitle-

ment sponsors but Mississippi to opt for a full wage subsidy did not

reflect the kind of arrangement that has been typical in employment

programs, where on-the-job training subsidieS do not exceed 50 percent of

wage costs. Furthermore, a policy-relevant question -- the rate of

business acceptance to a subsidized wage offer was not addressed

by the demonstration experience since prime sponsors were not required to

keep employer contact records.

To examine these policy issues, particularly private sector respon-

siveness to different subsidy offers, the Department of Labor authorized

the establishment of'a special wage sutsidy variation experiment during

the last months of the Entitlement demonstration. At that time several

Entitlement prime sponsors were allowed to expand their target areas, and
4
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the Baltimore, Detroit and New York programs agreed to vary systemati-

'cally the level of wage subsidy that they offered to businesses for

sponsoring youths in the expansion areas. Employer participation rates

were measured, and the experiment permits some conclusions albeit

carefully qualified, drawn about the sensitivity of businesses to

different wage subsidy levels. It also provides some indication of the

non-price considerations that enter into a firm's decision whether to

accept a work sponsorship role. The findings of the experiment are the

subject of this chapter.

The variation was implemented somewhat differently at each site. In

Detroit, program staff were to list all private employers in the expan-

sion area until a sufficiently large number had been reached for experi-

mental purposes. These firms were then randomly allocated to one of two

lists:,those who would be approached by job developers with the offer of

a full wage subsuly, Ld those who would be contacted in the same manner,

but offered a 75 cent subsidy. In Baltimore, job developers ap-

proached employers directly without previous listing and random assign-

ment; however, all employers contacted after December 1979 and located

east of a major dividing street were offered the full wage subsidy, and

all located west of that street were offered a 50 percent wage subsidy.

Job developers were rotated so that each approached employers on both

aides of town. The plan in New York was to offer all employers in one

expansion area full subsidy; all those in another area, a 75 percent

_

/subsidy; and all in a third area, a 50 percent subsidy. Each area was in
]

different borough of the city. This systematically varied job develop-

ment in each of the Entitlement cities was to be carried out during the
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firit five mouths of 1980:

Administrative delays and confusion prevented the new York variation

from being launched in'time for inclusion in the experiment. There were

also delays, but less extensive ones, in Baltimore and Detroit. Follow-

ing the conclusion of the job development effort and after the assignment

of the youths to those employers who had agreed to participate, an MDRC

research contractor was to interview a random sample of the firms in each

city and at each of the subsidy levels. The implementation delays and

the lower than expected participation rates; however, led MDRC and the

research contractor to conclude that the available.tainple did not warrant

the elaborate planned analysis.' Instead, MDRC kstaff and consultants

interviewed random samples of firms in Baltimore and Detroit by tele-

phone, using a more modest questionnaire designed to assess participation

rates and employer reasons for accepting or declining work sponsorship.

Before discussing the findings and in particular, the participa-

[ion rate findings -- it is important to set forth mare fully the condi-

tions under which the experimental job development proceeded in soviet-

provide some context and cautionary qualifications about the gener-
.

1
The original design called for a Survey of 1,040 private sector

employers in Detroit, with the possibility of a similar survey in Balti-
more, and an analysis of the following issues: (1) participation rates of
firms= offered different subsidy_levels, (2) characteristics of the_ firm0
and their impact On participation, (3) the number of youths employed by
participating _firms, and (4) the willingness of firmiii to -continue to
employ Entitlement youths after the subsidy ended. Felder, 1980, reports
on the research design, implementation of the experiment, and his recom-
mendation not to conduct the full analysia. The primary factors in his
recommendation were small sample sizes and the problems of comparability
of job development methods and placement of youths in participating
worksites. The extension of the program after August 1980, with somewhat
different operating rules, further complicated matters by making it
impossible to observe the post-program behavior of participating firms.
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alizability of the findings to private sponsors in the Entitlement

demonstration, or to private employers in other programmatic circum-

stances. There are some important differences between experimental

conditions and job development during the 30-month Idemonstration;

First, when the experimental job development was conducted in early

1980, the end date had not yet been determined for demonstration fundingi

and hence employer participation. 1
Experimental job developers in

Detroit and Baltimore were thus not in a position to offer employers

assurance of subsidized wages beyond the summer of 1980. In contrast, at

the outset of the demonstration in early 1978, prime sponsors could
s

recruit work sponsors for a demonstration that was scheduled to run

through June of 1999; subsequently extended through August 1980. Employ-

ers facing the prospect of 18 to 30 months of work sponsorship might,

therefore, consider the subsidy offer more attractive than experimental

firms, which faced a shorter and less certain period of subsidy. This

factor could lower experimental participation rates.

A second difference was the relatively short time span for experi-

mental job development, January through May 1980. Employers during

the earlier period in the demonstration may have exhibited a 'delayed

response" in agreeing to participate. In support of this, many employers

contacted during the experiment indicated they were not interested

that time in sponsoring a youth, but might at some later date, when

1
Shortly after that time; the Department of Labor concluded that the

demonstration period would end in August -1980, with some possibility for
extension of program operation at a reduced scale through early 1081.
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circumstances changed for their businesses.) Furthermore, interviews

with prime sponsor staffs during the demonstration revealed periodic, if

not always comprehensive prime sponsor callback efforts to businesses,

with these contacts sometimes picking up firms that had initially de=

clined the offer. Both local economic conditions and the diligence of

these callback.efforts appeared to affect the yield. The different

length and intensity of active job development in the experiment could

thus lea'd to different cumulative employer participation rates.

the other hand, delayed response might discourage participation

choice over a longer time. If the reputation of the Entitlement program

among community employers became increasingly negative, as employers had

unhappy experiences with youths or .program administration, initial

enthusiasm among those not prepared to participate early might turn to a

definite decision not to participate at some later date. Nevertheless,

cumulative participation rates can only increase over time as the period

of opportunity to participate lengthens.

Launching the experiment late in the demonStration might have had

yet another effect on the experimental findings. Job developers in

the experiment were instructed in Detroit not to list any employeri:ho

were current or former Entitlement work sponsors, eliminating firms who

had been "positive deciders" about Entitlement. Similarly, Baltimore job

developers were instructed not to complete contact cards on any employers

who were current or previous work sponsors. Although this "saturation"

1
. . _ .

rate eligible
.There_ is an analogy to the participation rate of eligible Entitle

ment youths, which grew cumulatively over the course of the demonstra
tion as word of mouth spread about the Entitlement_opportunity.
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phenomenon appears to have been minimal since experimental job derlop-

ment was generally targeted to the new Entitlement areas, job developers

during the demonstration had not been prohibited from developing work

t,ponsorships outside the original Entitlement areas. They had, however,

tended to stay close to the target area to ease enrollees' after-school

commuting.

Additionally, the establishment of the wage subsidy experiment

in only two of the 17 Entitlement communities must be regarded as an

important qualifier. Not only are the labor markets of Detroit and

Baltimore different in varying degree from other areas (Denver or Cincin-

nati, for example), but the period of experimental job development was

coincident with a downturn in the Detroit economy.

In general, most of these factors would appear to constrain the

incentives or opportunities for private business participation in the

experimental period, making experimental participation rate estimates

an understatement of comparable participation-rates n the full demon-

stration. There are, however, some ogler factors which might lead

to overstated participation rates. First, the local delays in imple-

menting the experiment meant that, at the time of the telephone surveys

in August 1980, most employers had not been assigned an Entitlement

enrollee. Their agreement to participate was thus a prospective one, and

there is reason to believe that there might have been some attrition

between the time of agreeing to participate and the actual assignment of

a youth.

A second factor tending to press experimental estimates upward 16

that job developers at both sites may have had some tendency to list for
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the experiment those businesses they believed, from previous job devel,

meat experience, to be more likely to participate. While experimental ru

required that Detroit job developers list all private businesses to deve.

the random subsidy level assignment list,t, there is some indication tt

they may have selected out potentially difficult-to-recruit businesses.

both sites, this pre-selecton tendency may not affect generalization to t

demonstration, but may generate estimates that somewhat overstate t

general interest of all private businesses in sppnsoring subsidized youth

On balance, however, the conditions of the experiment probably contr

bute more to constraining likely participation, compared to the full demo

stration, than raiding it. In particular, the shorter time-frame for j

development, and the fact that community businesses which had alrea

participated were excluded from the experiment, probably make the findin

reported here somewhat of an understatement of business participatil

rates.

Job developers in Baltimore and Detroit contacted 2,259 buSinedde,

recorded descriptive information about the industry and number of employee,

and indicated whether the firm had agreed or declined to sponsor youths 7

the sugsidy level offered. The overall number of employers contactec

Allocated by level of wage subiidy, is summarized in Table 6. Industrit

distribution of the experimental firms was generally the same as in tfi

overall national demonstration; the largest proportion -- about half th

firms -- were involved in trade, and another quarter fell into the categor

of providing services.
1

See Appendix Table A-3 for a breakdown 'of industry type and size o
firm.



Table 6

EL 1TIBUT1ON-OF PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYERS
CONTACTED IN THE WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT,

BY SITE AND SUBSIDY LEVEL

Site and Subsidy Level Number of Employers Contacted

Baltimore
50% Wage Subsidy

100% rage Subsidy

Detroit
75% Wage Subsidy

100% Wage Subsidy

610
561

569
519

Total 2259

SOURCE, Tabulation_of Wage Subsidy Variation record
cards filled out by_job_development staff of the Baltimore
and Detroit prime sponsors.



In order to assess the factors which contributed to the decision of

these firms to accept or decline sponsorship, a stratified random sample

of the 2,259 firms contacted was interviewed by telephone in August and

September of 1980: A total of 311 businesses were interviewed, with the

sample drawn to include a sufficient number of firms that agreed to

sponsor yout,hs at each of the three subsidy levels. To adjust for

the possible influence of differences between the firms at the two sites

and firms offered different Subsidy levels, the survey data were examined

using multiple regression analysis. The regression technique permits the

analyst to estimate the impact of a. given characteristic or treatment

while statistically controlling for the impact of other measured differ

ences. This allows, for example, the.impact of the subsidy level to be

measured as if firms differed only on the subsidy they were offered.

Appendix A discusses sample selection, weighting and the regression

models used to analyze employer participation.

The- Impact of Subsidy Level on Private Sector ?articipation

Table 7 displays the participation rates of the firms in the

sample. Overall, 12.6 percent of the firms agreed to participate at one

of the subsidy levels. While this IS the average for all three subsi

dies, it is notable that the firms offered 100 percent subsidy, the basic

hargain struck by prime sponsors throughout the demonstration, par,ici

pated at the rate of only 18.2 percent; Despite the offer of no wage

cost; fewer than one in five employers agreed to participate. Thus, wage

Considerations do not appear to be a first priority for most businesses;

This seems to corroborate the initial prime sponsor apprehension about

business willingness to sponsor Entitlement youth80 even if the experi-
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REGRESSION-ADJUSTED PARTICIPATION RATES
OF A SAMPLE OF PRIVATE EMPLOYERS CONTACTED
IN TNE WALE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT,

BY SUBSIDY LEVEL

_Subsidy Level

50%

75%

100%

Participation Rate

Average for all Employers_ 12.6%

Total NUMber of Employe 282

SOURCE: Ihterviewsin August 1980 with 311 private sector
employers in Detroit and Saltitbre who had been approached
about becoming work sponsors during the Wage Subsidy
Variat+on Experiment, The survey is described in Appendix A.

NOTES:- Participation rates are regression adjusted
and -based on the 282 cases for Which Complete data are
available; The,regreatiOn model used_to_predict partici-
pation is described in Appendix Significance tests
are made by comparing participation at the,100t.subsidy
level with participation at the two partial Subsidy
levelsParticipation rates at the 50% -and 75% subsidy
levels are not significantly different from each other.

_*Significant at the 10_percent level.
**Significant at the 1 percent level.



ment may somewhat understate the employer take -up rate in the longer

demonstration period.

Table 7 also shows that, within the narrow range of employer re-

Sponse, there is a fairly striking sensitivity to price; While only 18

percent agreed to accept a fully subsidized youth, that proportion

dropped to.10 percent when an employer was asked to pay 25 percent of the

minimum wage. The drop was half again as great if employers were asked

to share half the wage cost.
1

As a matter of program implementation, or with respect more general-

ly to replication of a private sector strategy in other work experience

programs, Entitlement prime sponsors would have had to contact four times

as many employers to get equivalent numbers had they offered a 50 percent

wage subsidy instead of a full subsidy. This would dramatically diminish

the pool of potential private sector work sponsors. And, even at

full subsidy, the proportion of willing private employers was a small

fraction of the private sector businesses approached, even if one assumes

that the participation rates in the longer demonstration might have been

somewhat higher -- say 25 to 30 percent, instead of 18 percent.

11e- Impact -of Other Factors on Private Sector Participation

The 311 firms interviewed in the wage subsidy variation survey .12

were asked to cite the reasons why they agreed or declined to partici-

1
The participation rates at the 5D percent and 75 percent subsidy

levels are significantly different from the participation rate at the 100
percent Subsidy level as, measured using two-tailed t-tests_ on the reores-
Sion coefficients for the partial subsidy levels. Significance levels
are shown in the notes to Table 7. Except where noted, ail significance
tests in the remainder of this report are two-tailed t-tests%
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pate. To avoid asking leading questions, interviewers asked them in an

open-ended manner, then grouped thdm according to reason. In addition,

employers were asked to report generally on how well their businesses had

fared in the previous year These, along with other characteristics of

the businesses, were examined with multiple regression analAis, control-

ling for level of subsidy offered to determine what other factors may

have influenced their decision.

All firms that agreed to participate as work sponsors were asked to

Cite the perceived advantages or benefits which they had considered in

making their decisions. From all the reasons they cited, they were also

asked to specify the most important consideration. The reasons for

participating are summarized in Table 8;

As the table shows, two reasons were cited far more frequently than

all others. Nearly six out of ten participating businesses cited "cheap

labor" as a major consideration. Notably, however; two-thirds spoke of

the opportunity to provide a work experience for unemployed youths* with

comments that ranged from "I know how important it was for me to be able

to work when I was young," to "Without a chance like this, theseikids

will never get in the habit of working," to "I saw this as a way to help

keep kids off the streets." Additionally, when asked to sort out the

most important of their considerations, more employers cited the altru-

istic motive ,(48.4 percent) than economic self-interest (32.9 percent).

The primacy of this pair of motives, and the fact that self-interest was

not the dominant one, corroborate findings from two previous surveys with

active or former private sponsors conducted at 12 of the demonstration

Sites over the course of the demonstration. (These surveys, conducted in
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF REASONS FOR PARTICIPATION
IN THE WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT

Reasons Given for Participation

Cheap labor, no wage cost

Chande to look over unskilled workers
for possible later hire

Chance -to do something for
disadvant4ed youth

Possibility of expanding output
temporarily

Chance to -have motivated -youth
Willing to both study and work

Minimal paperwork

Chance to employ specific youth
knOwn to employer

-Other)

Percent_
of Sponsors

Reporting_Reasonr

57.8

19.3

67.1

15.5

2.5

0.6

1.2

5;0

Per-cent of Spot

Reporting ReaE
as Most Import

32.9

8.7

48.4

5.6

1.2

0.0

1.2

1.8

vocal Nu:Iber of ReaSons Reported 274

is La Nuis.6 t Sponsors Interviewed 161

JRCE! See Table 7.

N TES: ThJ Table reports answers from the 161 firms in the sample141.0 ac. ac1 to laxictpate at one of the subsidy levels.

4Percents in this column do not sum to 100 due to multiple response

bPercents in this column do not sum to 100 due to rounding.



the fall of 1979 and the spring of 1980 are discussed in Appendix A.)

Interviewers in all three surveys were persuaded that the altruism

sounded genuine, not simply "nice talk" from downtown businessmen.

The larger group of subsidy variation survey firms, those which

declined to participate as work sponsors, were asked to indicate why and

to specify the most important reason for declining the offer. These

are summarized in Table 9. By far the most often cited reason, and the

one most frequently specified as most important, was that the employer

did not have enough work to take on additional help, that there were

enough staff to handle the work already, or that the business was just

too small to need additional hands. Over two-fifths of all non-partici-

pating firms volunteered this reason, and over one-third cited it 'as the

most important consideration. The second most frequently cited consi-

deration was that the work available was not appropriate for high school

youths, was too dangerous, or demanded higher skills than the employer

thought the Entitlement youths could provide. Less than one-fifth of

non-participating firms cited declining business conditions as a reason.

While there may have been factors other than those directly stated

in the survey, it would appear that a large share of the employers

approaches; by experimental job developers simply did not have enough

work, or tte right kind, to take on subsidized help. Without more

evidence on their parallel unsubsidized hiring practice, it is not

passible to solt out whether these businesses, during the period they

approached;approachE were simply not hiring, or were more specifically not

interested in spu.soring Entitlement participants.

In addition to asking employers about their reasons for partici-
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Table 9

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF REASONS FOR NON-PARTICIPATION
IN THE WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT.

Reasons GiVeh fOr Aon-Participation
Percent of Employers
Reporting Reasona

Percent of Employers
ReportinQ Reason

a., -Most Importantb

Not.enough work; sufficient sta f
Already, too small to need extra
help

42. ?. 35.4

Nature of work inapprepriate for

teenagers, requirements too high 27.9 21.1

Not enough work; busineLs Slow
or declining

17.0 12.9

Potential problems superising\
youth

8.2 4.8

Concern aoout

attitudes/reliabil!
8;2 4.8

Difficult/reluctance
part-time wlrk

8.2 4.8

Dislikes governmAt
labor programs

4.8 3.4

H40 td lay off regu:ar staff
and reluctant to take on
subsidized youth

3.4 0.7

Couldn't get approval from
main office

2.7 2.0

Beard bad reports about program
2;7 0.0

Potential or actual union
probICtS

2.0 1.4

Administrative /Paperwork
problems

2.0 2.0

Couldn't afford partial wage
1.4 0.7

':ature of program or
requirements unclear

0.7 0.7

Other,
3.4 3.4

(No reason given)
1.4 1.4

Total N,:mber of Reasons Given 198

Total Number of Employers InterVieWed 147

SOURCE: See Table7;

NOTES: Thenumber of:firms agreeing to partiCipate and refusing to partici-
pate shown in tables 9 and 9 -siiiiitbi308rather thani311 because three of the
firms interviewed had nether refused nor accepted the Entitlement offer. These
firms were waiting for the program to recontact them..

responses.
aPerCentt in this column do not sum to 100 due to multiple

bPercents in this column do not sum to 100 dile to rounding.
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pation, interviewers collected information on several more objective

factors which were hypothesized to affect the willingness of firms to

accept a sponsorship, role. Some of these were factors suggested by the

experience of Entitlement prime sponsors during the course of the demon-
,

stration -and others were based upon assumptions about the economic

behavior'of private sector firms. They included the following:

4 Industry of business: Were manufacturing firms less likely to
participate than firms in other industries?

Size of business: Were very small firms more likely to sponsor
youths than large firms?

Age of business: Were recently established firms more likely to
participate than older businesses?

Unionized businesses: Were unionized firms less likely to
participate, given the additional negotiation with unions which
would have been necessary?

Prior experience employing youths or sponsoring employment
program participants:, Were businesses that had previously
employed youths or participated in an employment program more
likely to participate?

Financial_condition of_business in past 54ax: Were businesses
that reported themselves as doing well financially likely to
participate than businesses that had not done too well?

Expansion of business in past year: Were firms that had in-
creased their number of regular employees over the past year
more likely to sponsor Entitlement yoUths than those which had
remained stable or actually reduced their regular work force?

As with the estimation of subsidy level impacts on participation,

multiple regression analysis was applied to determine how much each of

these factors influenced the participation decision when all other

variables were controlled These are summarized in Table 10, which

estimates participation rates as if firms differed only on the factor in

question.
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Table 10

REGRESSION-ADJUSTED PARTICIPATION RATES OF A SAMPLE OF PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYERS
-U-i'ROAChED FOR THE WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT,

BY SELECTED EMPLOYER CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics
Participation Rate

Age of Establishment: 1-2 Years 22.8%**
3-10 years 13.2%

11-20 Years 11.3*
(Comparison Group) Over 20 Years 7.5%

Had PriorExperience with
Youth Employees: Yes 15.7%*

No 7.9%

Had Prior Experienceiwith
Employment and Training Programs: Yes 11=3%

No 12.8%

Change in Level of Regular
Employment over Last Year: Increase 22.58 **

(Comparison Group) No Change 10.68
Decrease 10.9%

Manager's Description of Financial
Condition: Doing Pretty Well 169%

(Comparison Group) .Doing OK 11.1%
Not Doing Too Well 9.7%

Manager's Description of Profitability:1_

Moderately or highly Profitable 11.6%
Barely or not Profitable 14.1%

Industry Type: Manufacturing _4.48

Non-ManufactUring 132%

WorkerS Unionized: Yes 1;98
No 13.1%

Size of Firm in Full-Time-Equivalenciesa: 5Employees 12.6%
20 Employees 12;68

100 Employees 12.4%

Total Sample 126%

Sample Size
282

SOURCE: Ste Table

NOTES: See Table 7 for notes on the regression model used.! Signif-_

iCanCe tests are made comparing participation rates for employers with a
given characteristic to partiCipationrates fori_employers withoutithe char-
acteristic. Where more than one comparison is possible; a comparison group
is identified against which an significance tests arc made. For example,
participation ratesjorifirms aged 1 2,yearsi_3-10 years; and 11-20 yeara
are compared withltheiparticipation rate-for firmeoper&ting for overi20
years; Firms aged 1-2 years are the only group significantly more likely
to participate than firms over 20 years in age. Significance is measured

aFull-time equivalencies are measured by counting each part-
time etployee as one -Half of a full-time employee. _Fitted values for this
characteristic are produced from a continuous variable so a comparison
groUP cannot be idew_iiied. jize of firm does not !lave a significant impact
on participation.

*Significant at the 10 percent level.
**Significant at the 5 percent level.
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Many of these' factors had effects so small that they could easily

have occurred by chance. These include whether an employer was a

manufacturer or was unionized, whether a firm was large or small, whether

employers characterized their finandial condition as "doing pretty well"

or not, and whether an employer had prior experience with employment and

training programs.

Three of the employer characteristics did make a significant and

independent contribution to the participation decision. First, businesses

that had in the past employed. youths were twice as likely to sponsor

Entitlement participants as those who had not. Although`this is hardly a

surprising finding, it does support the sensible notion that employers

are more likely to repeat an experience with-which.they.are familiar, and

further, that those businesses are more likely to have low-skilled work

which is appropriate for high school-aged youths. It may also point to

the possibility that such employers might substitute subsidized enrollees

in jobs which might otherwise have gone to others. This potential

dilemma is addressed further in the final chapter.

The other faCtors influencing partiepatiou are the age of the

business and the expansion of its regular work force during the previous

year. New businesses, less than three years old, participate at a 23

percent rate. Similarly, firms that have increased their labor force in

the last year also show a 23 percent participation rate. It may be that

newer firms, in that period of uncertainty which accompanies the high'

otIays and slow safes growth of the first years, are more likely to see

benefits in subsidized wages and in the opportunity to sponsor youths

Without the responsibility of carrying th!- Gn their regular payroll.



Similarly, it is reasonable that expanding businesses have'work that

needs to be done -and can be more expansive about sponsoring program

enrollees.

It is important to reiterate that the findings from the wage subsidy

variation experiment must be regarded with great caution in drawing

generalizations about the behavior of private businesses in the Entitle

ment demonstration, or about the responsiveness of firAs more generally

to the spgnsorship of youth work experience. The variation was applied

in only two cities, for a relatively short period, and after demonstra

tion sponsors had been recruiting private employers for nearly two

years. It is thus likely that the 18 percent participation rate of fully

subsidized businesses represents a lower rate than would have b

measured at ocher demonstration sites over a longer timeframe. None
>

theless, even the offer of 100 percent wage subsidy does not bring

businesses "forward in large koportions. The vast majority do not find

the bargain sufficiently attractive.

The sensitivity ol,buSinesseS to subsidy level is also fairly

dramatic, and while the specific ratio of participation rates inong

SubSidy levels should be regarded cautiously, it does appear.that.busi

ness enthusiasm for employing disadvantaged youths is further constrained

by the imposition of a cost sharingrocedure. That only"onefourth as

many employers areowilling to pay $1.65 per hour (onehalf the 1980

minimum wage) for a yodth'slabor than are willing to sponsor a youth at

no direct wage cost speaks to a relatively Marginal:. need for youth

employees, or a marginal enthusiasm for sponsoring disadvantaged youths

Or both.

The reasons given by firma for their agreement to participate
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suggest a pattern of dual motives, one which would rot support a simple

stereotype that private sector sponsors are only in it for the money. It

may well be that the generally small firms which participated in the

wage subs,idy experiment and in the demonStration as a whole are es

pecially likely to feel a community concern for youth employment. The

narrower economic motive does not contradict or diminish this altruistic

motive;

The generally low- participation rates of businesses. in the,twosite

experiment do imp1y that employer demand for'30uth employees would not be

great 0;lough to give manpower operators the option of supplanting their

regular poois of public and nonprofit agency work sponsors with private

businessPs- The level of job development effort necessary to land

forprofit work sponsors in just the experiment itself was fairly sub

_
stantial.

Developing work experience in the private sector thus may very well

not be the most costeffective job creation strategy, all other consi

derations being equal, when expenditure of public funds for recruiting

work experience providers is considered. On the other hand, 'since great

j _
)

numbers of businesses did agree to sponsor youths in the 17 communities,

their experience with sponsorship and the degree to which they were

willing to continue sponsoring youths deserves further consideration.

This will be explored in the foIlowin3 chapter.



Chapter 4

PRIVATE SECTOR SATISFACTION AND RETENTION

FihdingS from the wage subsidy variation experiment AddrOSS several

questions concerning the response of private businesses to Entitlement

and similar youth work exerience programs -7 in particular; the prirate

sector's WillingtieSS to sponsor youths at the 100 percent subsidy -crffed

!tiring the demonstration; the effect of a lower subsidy ,--fer on

its response; The timing of the experiment; late in the demonstration

period; and local delays in implementing it did not= permit several other

questions to be eicamined, however. Most employers who agreed to partici-

pate in the test did not have youths assigned to theM until the late

spring and summer of 1980: They could not be interviewed about their

actual experience as work sponsors; their degree of satisfaction with

program administration and with assigned youths, or their willingness to

remain active as work sponsors.

To address these questions, MDRC fielded a telephone survey in May

1980 with a random sample of 513 employers who had sponsored youths

The sample was draii from the group of private employers at 12 of the 17

Entitlement sites who had youths working them in SepteMber 1979, the

beginning of the final school year in the demonstration.) They were

asked about their overall experience as work spon6,-,rs and questioned more

closely about their particular experience with the youths who worked for

them most recently. Findings from that survey are the subject of this

chapter.

1 _ _
Employers were not interviewed at the five sites which had fewer

than ten active private sector sponsors in Septe ber 1979.
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The 513 employers interviewed represent fairly closely the in-

dustrial mix of private sector sponsors who participated over the course

of the entire demonstration (See Table 4, page 21). Just under one-half'

were in the retail or wholesale trades, 32 percent were in service

industries, and 8 percent were manufacturers. They were predominantly

small busmesses, as Table 11 summarizes, with 41.6 percent employing

fewer than five full-time (equivalent) regular employees, and'65.3

percent having fewer than ten full-time workers. These employers had

been assigned 3,626 enrollees through the time of the interviews in May

1980, for an average of seven youths per sponsor, although they typically

had only one or two youths assigned at any one time. They were asked

about their contact with program liaison staff in terms of the content of

the communication with staff and their satisfaction with the .'1-aff's

assistance. They were also asked about their experierce with the youtlls

who had been assigned to them.

Private_ Sect orExperiennwith Program Administration

Although the job bargain which program staff had to offer private

businesses during the demonstration was a relatively low -cost and trouble-

tree arrangement, administrative logistics could be fairly complex,

particularly in the large Tier I programs. Once the prime sponsor had

recruited a business, a youth would have to be sent for the employer's

consideration. The youth might or might not have the needed skills or

other qualifications. If an assigned youth did not get paid in timely

fashion by the prime sponsor, he or she might complain to the work spon-

sor first. If a ycuth's attendance or behavior was a problem for the

employer, program staff might or might not attend to the matter quickly.
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Table 11

PERCENTAGE_ DISTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS
INTERVIEWED IN MAY 1980, BY SIZE OF FIRM

thimberAo_f Employees
a

Percent
of

Sponsors

Less than 5
41.6

5.0 - 9.9 23.7
10.0 - 19.9 13.7
20;0 - 49;9 10;5
50_.0_- 99.9 4.2
100.0 - 249.9 3.4
250;0 - 499.9 1.6
500.0 - 999.9 0.2
Over 1000.0 1.2

Total 100.0

Average Size 34.6

Median Size 6

Number of Sponsors Reporting Site of Firth 503

SOURCE:-- Interviews in May 1980With 513 private sector_work
sponsors at seven Tier:I sites and five Tier II siteswhoemployed
Entitlement youths in SepteMber 1979. The survey is described in
Appendix B.

NOTES: Percents do not sum to 100 due to rounding.

Number of employees are calculated in fUll=tiMe 6c.,li-
valencies by counting each part-time employee as one=half of_a full-
time equivalent employee. These figures do not include Entitlement
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If a youth walked off the worksite and the employer wanted a replacement,

the program had to have a re-assignment procedure in place to keep

the sponsor supplied. Breakdowns in this liaison procedure and folloW-

through could generate employer frustration, despite the absence of

payroll red tape.

Prime sponsor staffs, as discussed in Chapter 2; were concerned at

the outset that private firms would be quick to let any such foul-ups

confirm a natural suspicion about government inefficiency and that they

would resign as sponsors very quickly in consequence. Despite that

concern, the press of numbers did not generally allow prime sponsors to

develop special arrangements to treat businesses' problems quickly,

except possibly at those sites such ;:is Cincinnati and Denver that

subcontracted an ongoing liaison role to business trade groups.

The may 1980 work sponsor survey asked sponsors to recall their

initial expectations about problems or disadvantages in agreeing to

sponsor youths. Their responses about administration and employing

youths are summarized in Table 12. As tli table indicates, the largest

response category was the 61 percent of calployers who could not

having had any particular misgivings. The next largest category, encom-

passing responses about supervising youths; youths' attitudes or re-

liability, includes concerns expressed by 27 percert of the sponsors.

Concerns about program and administration, suspicion of government

programs; and so on were expressed by only 7 percent of the employers.

While employer recall of early expectations may have been colored by

their subsequent experience as work sponsors; it does not appear that

administrative ProblemS Were particularly salient. The work sponsor
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Table 12

PERCENT OF PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS INTERVIEWER IN MAY 1980
WHO PERCEIVED DISADVANTAGES TO PARTICIPATION IN ENTITLEMENT;

BY TYPE OF DISADVANTAGES REPORTED

Pectived Disadvantages/Risks

Percent
of

_spotitbr

YOUth-related concerns:___
Youth work attitudes or reliability
Problems supervising youth
Security or theft

Program7relatedlconcerns:
AdMiniStrative or paperwork problems
Ending of wage subsidy

OtherempIoyer concerns:
Lack of work
Part time schedules difficult
Overhead or supervisory costs
Other

No DiSadvantages/Ritks Reported

27

7

11

61

Total Number of Disadvantages Reported 265

SOURCE: See Table 11.

NOT Percents do not sum to 100 due to multiple responses.



survey revealed that over 80 percent of the employers had not previously

sponsored youths for an employment and training program. To some extent

their general lack of concern about program administration may have

reflected naivete. Other survey findings, however, do not appear

to support this interpretation;

Surveyed firms were asked whether they had requested any general or

specific qualifications for the youths they would be assigned. As Table

13 indicates, nearly two-thirds did make such requests. Most of these

were characterized in general terms; such as reliability or willingness

to work hard, although a minority of the employers indicated they had

asked for youths with typing skills, ability to work with customers4

arithmetic ability, and so forth. Of those who had requested youths with

some qualifications; over 80 percent responded that the youths assigned

had Met them. The sponsors were also asked whether, once they had

assumed sponsorship, they had occasion to request replacements for youths

who had left their employ. One-half of all the employers surveyed did

request replacement youths, and 85 percent of those reported that re-

placements had been assigned to them.

The primary contact that employers 7-lad with Eatitlement program

staff during their sponsorship was the program counselor or caseworker.

One of the tasks which program counselors were assigned related to the

bi-weekly central payroll (weekly at two of the survey sites). Staff

picked up time Sheets for assigned youths at nearly all sites, and at

some locations distributed pay checks on the worksite. While this was

the principal activity of program liaison staff, the visits to the sites,

required by the payroll mechanism, set up an opporLunity for communi-
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Table 13

DISTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE WORK SPONSORS
BY WHETHER THEY REQUESTED AND RECEIVED YOUTHS

WITH PARTICULAR QUALIFICATIONS

P.esponses_

Percent
of

Sponsors

Work_SponSOr reported that they:
Asked fot qualifications __ 64
Did not ask_for qualifications

35
Did not recall

2

Work sponsor asked_ for gUalifications
and reported that the youth assigned:

Met the qUalifidations_ 82
Did not meet the qualifications 17
Did not recall 1

Number of Sponsors Who Asked for Qualifications

SOURCE: See Table 11.

NOTE; Percents may not sum to 100due to rounding.



cation about youth performance and other employer problems. As Table 14

indicates, half of the work sponsors reported contact with counse-

lorF weekly or more often, even though payroll responsibilities only

called for bi-weekly contact at all but two sites. Nearly three-fourths

reported contact at least every two weeks. Most of the'employers report-

ing less frequent contact were probably at those sites where time sheets

Could be mailed to the prime sponsor, although periodic staffing problems

at a few sites may also be reflected.
'14

Table 14 also summarizes private employer responses on the issues

they discussed with program counselors. While one-quarter of them raised

administrative problems with counselors, most also discussed youth

performance, attendance, progress, or personal problems. Employers

were also asked whether they could recall any matters about which program

counselors had been particularly helpful, and whether there were any

issues .where program staff had been notably unhelpful. Responses to

these two questions are summarized in Table 15. Two-thirds found

program staff particularly helpful; and less than one-fifth of the

employers found them particularly unhelpful on some matter. Greater

proportions found counselors helpful than unhelpful on matters of youth

attitudes, attendance; perflrAance, or other youth- related concerns. In

addition; twice as many volunteered that program staff had been helpful

as opposed to unhelpful in matters of program administration.

The sample of employers surveyed thus appears to present an overall

pattern of satisfaction with program administration. Not only were there

relatively few complaints about administrative foul -ups; but there was

a fair degree of substantive discussion between the employers and program
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Table 14

DISTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE SECTOR_WORK SPONSORS
BY REPORTED FREQUENCY OF CONTACT AND

ISSUES DISCUSSED WITH PROGRAM COUNSELORS

Responses

Percent
of

ponsors

Frequency of contacta:

Once a week -or more
Eypry_two weeks
Once a month
Less than once a month
Did not know
No contact reported

Total

SO

23

11
11
2

4

100

Issues discussedb:

Work habits, attitude, attendance
Performance
Progressi_training
Other aspects of youths' participatiqp_
Personal problems of youth
Difficulties on workSite (safety, health;
theft;Sti.7.)

Problems with program administration
(paychecks, replacements, etc.)

56

65
37

9

15

3

24

SOURCE: See Table 11;

NOTES: aPercents may not sum to 100 due to rounding;

bPercents do not sum to 100 due to multiple
responses.
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Table 15

PERCENT OF PRIVATE-SECTOR-WORK SPONSORS WHO-REPORTED
COUNSELORS TO BE PARTICULARLY HELPFUL OR UNHELPFUL;

AND PERCENT WHO IDENTIFIED SPECIFIC ISSUES
ON WHICH COUNSELORS WERE HELPFUL OR UNHELPFUL

Responses

Percent of Sponsors
Reporting Counselors to be:

Helpful Unhelpful

General Statements of Sponsors:
Yes
No

Did not know

67
31

2

17
81
2

Specific issues identified by Sponsorsa
Work habits, attitude, attendance
Performance
Other_aspects:of youth!s participation
Difficulties on worksite (safety,

theft; health; etc..)

Personal problems of ;rout4
Progress, training
Problems with program a inistration

(paychecks, replacements, etc.)
Other

.12;

33

17

16

3

15

11

18

7

6

3

3

8

4

SOURCE: See Table 11.

NOTES: , This table is based_on=two neparateiquestions, which asked
sponsors if:there were areas in which counselors_had been particularly
helpful, .nd areas in which counselors had been particularly unhelpful.
The fact that counselors__were not -identified_as_helpful_in_the_first
column, does not_necessarily mean that counselors were unhelpful Sponsors
could__report that counselors were both helpful in some areas and unhelpful
in others or could report that counselors were neither particularly
helpful or unhelpful;

a
Percents are based on the 513 work sponsors in the survey

sample. Percents do not sum to 100 because no more than 67 percent of
sponsors found counselors helpful and no more than 17 percent found
counselors unhelpful. Percents do not sum to 67 and 17 due to multiple
responses.'
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staff about youths' performance, attendance, and progress in their work

experience. Since all the employers contacted, save those in Missis-

sippi, were working under a full-subsidy arrangement, it is impossible to

determine whether their perceptions (and expectations) of program help-

fulness might be partly a halo effect from not having to assume any of

:.vie wage cost. The full subsidy and the streamlined payroll do appear,

however, to have created a situation in which employers could judge the

experience on the basis of their primary contact, the youths who worked

for them.

Employer Experiences with _Enrollees

If employers reported general SatiSfection with program administra-

tion, what of their perceptions of the assigned youths? Survey inter-.

viewers asked several questions about youths' work habits, attitUdeS, and

..'tterns of improvement over time, and whether the yOUthS demanded more

f the employer's time than had originally been expected. These indica-

tors 3f satisfaction are summarized in Table 16. The four indicators

together reveal a pattern which shows that youths' attitudes and work

habits were generally average or a little better, that most employers did

not find that supervision took more time than they had anticipated, and

that the great majority observed the youths improving over time.

It is reasonable to expect employers to complain less about youths

for whom there is no wage cost. Nonetheless, their general satis-

faction with Entitlement participants, even in the face of a fair amount

of youth turnover, appears to ihdiCate that they generally accepted the

sometimes erratic work patterns of teenagers and their own role as
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Table 16

PERCENTAGE-DISTRIBUTION OF PRIIATE_SECTOR_WORK SPONSORS,
BY SPONSORS' REPORTS OF SATISFACTION

WITH ENTITLEMENT YOUTH ASSIGNED TO THEM

Sponsor_Reports_of Satisfaction

Percent
- of

nsors

Perceived that Youth demanded more
Staff time and effort than expected:
Yes 35

No 64

Did not know w 1

.

Rating of general work habits:
Above Average 29

Average 53

Below Average 18

Rating -of attitude and willingness
to work:
Above Average' . 34

Average 50

Below Average 17

-,..

Perceived improvement over time in work
or attitude:

Yes 75

No 21

Did not know- 3

. _

SOURCE: See Table 11.

NOTES: Pereents may not sum to 100 iu<2 to rovriding.



provider of a work-training experience. 1

Part of that overall satis-

faction may reflect a particularly stable experience with c4e or two nf:

the seven or so youths that the average employer sponsored over time..

Employers were asked to recall the longest stay of any of the

youths they sponsored. Table 17 displays the number of".months that the

youths worked for each sponsor. While nearly one-third of the sponsor,.

had no youths who stayed more than six months, another one-quarter tad

youths who had been with themlor more than a year. Over one-half of the

sponsors had at least one youth for eight months o, more.

Another overall indicator of employer satisfaction would be the

proportion of employers who, falling subject to the wage subsidyreduc-

tion requirement discussed in Chapter 2, agreed to assume half the wage

cost. Applying the subsidy reduction guidelines interviewers determined

that 18 percent of the employers (91 of the 513 surv,-yed) were "eligible"

for the subsidy reduction; that is had continuously sponsored a youth

for at least 12 months after January 1979. As a po ible indicator

of 'he constrained diligence with which some Entitlement 0-ime:Sponiors

sought to enforce the requirement, only half of the 91 employers recalled

having been approached with the choice of picking up part of the wage

coFt or "wing the assigned youth. Of those who did recall being asked,

however, over three-fourths (78 percent) agreed to pick up half of the
_

youth's wage cost.

V

It is of course possible that prime sponsors were selective in a

biased fashion about whom they approached for reduced subsidy, since only

1.

See Osterman, 1980, for a discussion of ybuth labor force behavior.
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Table 17

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF PRIVATE SECTOR. WORK SPONSOR.,

3Y LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT
OF THE YOUTH WITH LONGEST TENURE

Number of Months Employed

Percent
of

S ..nsors

1-1 months 11

4 6 months 21
.-411 months 23
j 12 months. 15

13-18 months 15

More than 18 months 8

(Sponsor did riot recall) 8

Total 100

Mean 9.5

Median

SOURCE: See Table 2J.

NOTE: The table s'nox.s the length of employment
for the youth indentified by each sponsor as having been
employed= the longest. Since sponsors were. not asked if
the youth employed the longest was still omployed, these
figures probably understate the length of employment.



half of the "eligible" sponsors remembered having been approached.

more plausible explanation

prime spousars kind their

requirement.

Thus, the fact tia

had agreed to shar,:! Wage

A

is the relatively poor recordkeeping by some

relatively alOW start -up in enforcing the

three-fourths of the work sponsors approached

costs is not an unequivocal findiiig of employer

satisfaction; but an additional indibetor that employer s:-..isfaction

may spring in part froM a Stable experience with enrollees. Further-

more, there were few compk.ints about the subsidy reduction; many work

sponsors interviewed,

in the -,field; voiced

redtped subsidy if a

tp do so would be "

in the sponsor survey and in less formal interviews

the opinion 1. only be fair to accept a

youth had worker, and that refusal

lipping off the taxpayer." It shouia be noted,

however, tuat while 1st employf!rs who had a one-year trial period with

no wade cost sees willing Co assume half the wage Cott, subsidy experi-

ment employers approached with a 50 percent offer from the outset agreed

to rrticipate at only a 5 percent rate.

Another mark of private employers' satisfaction with their ro_,

and a

given

- -

particularly distinctive henef!t to private sector work experience,

the hiring conot.raints on mast lotal governments in this era --

N
is the proportion, of work r,ponsors who subsequently hired enrollees on

their own payroll. Table 18 summarizes employer response to thi8

question, showing that nearly oneiifth of the sponsors had taken on

youths (61 percent of them hired one; 39 pet-tent hiked two or more).

Another two - fifths intended to hike one of the youths in the future or

had intended to, if the youth had not left on his or.her awn accord. It

.=-59==
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TABLE 18

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION_OF PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS
BY WHETHER THEY HAD HIRED OR INTENDED TO HIRE ENTITLEMENT YOUTHS

ON THEIR OWN PAYROLL

Respons_e-b

Percent

Sponsors

Yet, hid hired one or more youth 19

No had not hired any but intended to hirea 38

Noi had no intentions to hire 42

Did not know
1

Total 100

SOURCE: See Table 11.

NOTES:. aEmployers could report intentions_ to hire current -;;I-
titlement employees orintention3 to hire past Entitlement employees
who left.



appears; t':+erefore, that the EntitleMent assignment amounted tosubsi-

dized on-the-job training for some of the youths assigned to private

businesses and led to their subsequent hiring; There are no data about

comparable hirings by public and nonprofit work sponsors; but it is

reasonable to speculate that few had the budget resources to do so;

To minimize problems of sketchy recall and to obtain a more narrowly

focused pictu-e of employer experiences with individual youths; inter-

viewers aSked a battery of questions about the most recently assigned

youths who had worked for the employer. Employers were asked to report

on ut to six youths, starting with the one or ones most recently assigned

and working backWard. 1

These questions covered employers' experiences

with one -half the youths ever assigned.to them, 1,818 of the 3,626

youths.

As Table 19 indicates, n;-..Atly -,tWO=C:Ai.ds of the recently assigned

enrollees were still working for their employer. Employers had requested

that 209 of the yoUthsi slightly under 12 percent, be re-assigrd

another work sponsor; from the employer's point of view, this was equiva-

lent to "firing" the youths; An additional one-fourth of the recently

1

Nearly 70 percent of the 513 sponsors had employed six or fewer
youths.

2
As discussed in Chapter 1, Ettitletent regulations- authorized only

prime sponsor sta f to terminate a youth's_ Entitlement for poor perfor-
mancemance or attenda-te, and of course, sfaff_took into account employer
dissatisfaction s marked by a request to re- assign a youth. In some
instances,:alsoi:_program staff determined that a work avOnacir had beer
unreasonably ha sh_in "firing" a youth .and chose to give- the youth _a
second- chance on another worksitz.. Crvc.il, 11 percent Of_Entitlement
participants lost their entitlement for untiatili;rztory worksite perfor-
mance or attendanCe.



Table 19

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RECENTLY ASSIGNED YOUTHS,
BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS IN MAY 1980

Employment Statn-;

Employed at time Of interview

"Fired"a

Left employment for other reasons

Total

Total Number of Recently Assigned Youths

Percent
of

YOtith8

64

11

100

1;818

Number of SponSars with Yozhs Who Leftb

SOURCE: See Table 11.

322

- NOTES: Percents-are based on data for as many
as six youths most recently assigned to each sponsor.
Three hundredtnty-four sponsors employed fewer
than six yoUthz.

aWork sponsors c(,,..L1 ask the program to re=

assign youth_who were_not worxing_outi_which had_the_
same effect, from the empIoyers'_ perspective,_as firznc
the youth:;. However, onl- the prime sponsor could ter-
minate a youth from the entitlement program.

bThis_includes youths who left due to
"firing" And who left for other reasons.
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assigned youths left on their own accord, for some other reason. Of

thOSe who left without being fired; the employers reported that they had

a satisfactory opinion of 63 percent, a neutral attitude toward 20

percent; and had been dissatisfied with the performance of 17 percent, or

77 youths. As a summary indicator, the 286 youths that employers had

either "fired" or thought "good riddance" of amounted to 16 percent of

the most recently assigned youths

Work Sponsor__Retention

The 513 employers surveyed in May 1980 had all sponsored youths in

Septesibt 1979. Interviewers found that, at the time of the interviews,

68 percent of the employers still had youths working for them. An

additional 19 percent indicated that, while they did not haVe any youth

rently assigned, they were willing and interested in accepting addi-

tional youths. These two groups, still active or interested in resuming

work sponsorship, comprise an 87 percent "retention rate" among the

surveyed employer over the nine-month period, September 1979=-May 1980.

Only 13 percent of the employers indicated that they were no longer

willing to accept ybuths (or were undecided) and :'gad thbs, in r:tfect;

quit as work sponsors. On an annualized basis, this would amount to a 17

percent "quit rate" for work sponsors. Combined with the telatiVely loW

participation rate of firms, even at full subsidy, as estimated for

the Stat.:iota And Detroit sites in the wage subsidy variation experiment;

this one-sixth annual rate of attrition in the sponsor pool accentuates

further the level of job development required to maintain a stable share

of private sector work sponsors in the Entitlement demonstiation. It is

A plAuSible apeCulation that employcr quit rates would have been higher

-63-
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had business been required to accept only a partial wage subsidy f'-6M

,:itset of their participation.

An effort was made; applying regression analysis; to determine what

factors and perceptions appeared to affect the retention rate of work

sponsors. The variables discussed above were &nalyzed; as well as one

siterelated factor: the comparison of sponsor retention at those sites

which had contracted with intermediary business groups to handle private

sector job development and staff liaison.
1

The retention rate analysis (see Table 20) indicates that several

factors had such a small effect on employer retention that they might

have occurred by chance. 2
Unfortunately; several of these statisti-

-tally insignificant factors are of some policy interest since they are

connected with particular implementation strategies or with employer

perceptions of prime spar.: or performance. These included whether the

employers had asked for, by. received; youths with particular skill

qualifications; whether the employers found program staff to be notably

1
In addition; whether the_employer_was at the Mississippi site was

included as a factor since Mississippi was unique in operating at a 75
percent wage subsidy.

2
The overall retention rate displayed in Table 20; 92.8 percent, is

higher than the 87 percent unadjusted rate. This reflects a property of
the logistic regression technique applied. See Appendix B for a techni
cal discussion.- Significance tests were made comparing retention rates
for employers with a given characteristic to retention rates for emrloy7
ers_ without the _charac,:firistic,_ Where_ more _than_ one comparison -was
possible; _a c-TIarison group .was identified against which aTI ',ignifi-

cance tests were made. For example;retention rates for firms employing
youths with above average work habits were compared with the iete.-lion
rate forfirmfiemploying youths with average work habits, nirms erplov_
ing youths with above average and below -average work_hab.ts
willing to_participate at rates significantly different from the rats for
the comparison group.
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Table 20

RE';RESSION-ADJCSTED RETENTION RATES OF A SAMPLE OF PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS
BY SELECTED WORK SPONSOR CHARACTERISTICS

Retention Rate

Employee Rated Habits:
(Comparison Group)

Youth Improved Over Time:

Youth Required More Staff Time Than Expected:

Above Average
Average

Below Average

Yes
No

YOS
No

Employer Asked for Qualified YouthS

t;,1 Receive,1: Youths Meeting Qualifications
Youths Net Meeting Qualifications

(COMpariten Iteup) Employer Did Not 7.sk- for Qualifications

'ounselorS FoUnd Helpful in Some Area:

Counselors Found Not Helpful in Some Area:

Frequency of Counselor Contact:

Yes
No

Yes
No

Once or More Per_Week
Twice Per Month

Once Per Month or Less

Employer Approached for Subsidy RedUttien:

Site of irm in Full-Time Fquivalen.'asa

Industry Type:

(Compari.;on Group?

Yes
No

5 Employees
20 Employees
i00 Employees

Manufacturing
Trade

Service
ethers

,Prior Experience with Youth: Yes
No

Prior Experience with Employment and Traihing Programs: Yes
No

EMplOyer in Site t;:,Inq business In'ermediaries: Yes
No

Employer in Mississippi: Yes
No

Retention Rate for all Sites

Sample S:ze

97.0**
91.7
83.0**

93.8*
88.7

89.7*
94.1

93.8
90.9
91.8

93.4
91.5

93.1

)2.8

88.4
92.9
97.2**

98.6*
91.7

91.7
92.3
94.9

93.i
94.7

89.9
89.7

94.1*
90.1

94.3
92.4

90.7
93.2

73,9****

94.5

92.o

493

I;OUkCE: Logistic regression ?oriel based on data from the May 1980 work Sponsor
Survey.

NO1T!'' Sea Appendt;-: 3 for nctes on the r!ciression model used. Estimates are
baSed n tne 4:); caE4es for which compltte_data ate available. The average work
sporsoi retention -aie '- 86.' pc,-!ent before adjustMent, and 92.8 percent after
adlUStmelt. for worxpites in private sector are shown in
Append:it B. .f 'a t chi7square tasts on regression
oeft.zienti, J 4 ar '1. 4 LC' rist ic a

4 %re defined as in Table 10.

_*Signifi pereat
._ert level-

S 1



helpful or unhelpful: and whether the prime sponsor had enlisted the

cooperation of businr, ermediary groups as employer liaisons;

factor related to implementation wh-. lid appear to have some

on work sponsor r,,tention was the de;z7ce, to which a prime sponsor

depended on work sponsors coming from the private sector. There is some

1 -!ication that prime sponsors which deflended especially heavily on

private sector participation experienced lower levels of work sponsor

retention. (See Chart B-1, Appendix B.) Perhaps the relatively greater

bi.den on staff resources required to recruit and serve private sponsors;

or the lower degree of selectivity in choosing employers since a large

number would be necessary for the job pool -- may have contributed to

lower quality of liaison efforts, youth job matching, or a lower level of

interest among employers.
1

Several other factors also Influenced t). employer retention decis-

ions, all of which seem reasonab!-. (.1ponsorb ,sting youths' work habits

above average were significantly 1.; likely to remain in the sponsor

pool, and those who found youths' work habits below average were sub-

stantially more likely to quit. Sponsors who found that youths' work

habits improved over time were much more likely to remain active than

those who did not. Those who found that supervision took more time han

expected had lower -etention rates. Employers whu had agreed to accept

I One of those, sites with a relatively high share of private_ sector
sponsorsi Mississippii has a particularly low _adjusted participation
rare, _as_Table 7' reveals._ It_ is possible that the_lower:subsidy level
ir.__Mississippi may al have contributed to lower retention; but this
factor_ cannot be statistically isolated from the_ other_ factors which
distinguished the Mississippi site from the others in the survey.
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a reduced subsidy were more likely than average to remain active. 1

factor which appeared to have contributed to retention, and one

that IS not so intuitively evident, was the relatively higher retention

rate for work sponsors who saw program Staff leSS than once a month. It

seems plausible that the employers with problems initiated more frequent

contact with program staff than did businesses that were satisfied.

The regression analysis does not reveal particularly dramatic

findings in terms of other program implementation strategies. Those

factors which might be hoped to have an effect -- using intermediaries to

improve private sector retention; helpful counselors -- do not emerge as

ignificant. The findings that are significant come down to the simple

observation that employers with better youths :::2idaiu active longer.

This can be partly rescued from tautology by the Jbservation that more

careful job matching by programs st,:ffs may hel! 2-1:rn. sponsors eotain a

larger pool of private sector work sponsors. TIO

taneous strength and limitation of the private Setter component in the

Entitlement demonstration: that some degree of "creaming" in assigning

youths to the private sector is probably called for. late work

sponger assignments are not the optimal ones for all youths:

Further discussion of private employer incentives to participate, the

consequences in terms of work quality and labat market displacement, and

more general observations about the place o. the private sector component

in the Entitlement demonstration are discussed in the final chapter.

1

It should be noted that; apart from their being relatively- satisfied
with the bargain, the rules of the subtidy reduction regulation and its
eligibility criteria, make it much more likely: that those who accepted
reduced subsidy would have had youths on board at the time of the survey.
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Chapter 5

THE UTILITY OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR COMPONENT
IN ENTITLEMENT

Entitlement prime sponsors dedicated a fair degree of effort,

increasing over time; to the recruitment of private businesses. Their

ability to obtain nearly 6,000 private employers indicates their success,

but on the basis of the Baltimore and Detroit wage subsidy experiment,

that success came from contacting many more businesses than the 6,000

that actually signed up. Cumulatively, over half the work sponsors in

Entitlement were in the private sector; however, the fact that they

provided work experience for only one-fifth of thle youtE.3. work time

invites the question whether the work experience was of comparably

higher quality to justify the heavy investment uf prime sponsor staff

resources. Additiorilly, there ie a question of displacement. Would the

factors that contributed to quality also produce work displacement; since

avoiding "make-work" might involve assigning enrollees to jobs that he

employer would otherwise fill with an unsubsidized worker?

Both of these questions can be explored with data from the Entitle-

ment work quality survey and from an exploratory study of the relation-

ship between displacement and work quality. The findings are presented

in the two sections that follow. Their implications for reaching an

overall judgment on the utility of a private sector component, in En-

titlement or similar youth programs, will be explored in the final

section where the findings are considered together with those reported

earlier.
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Work Quality tathe Entit-lement Demonstration

A previous study in the MDR' series on Entitlement implementation

has examined the quality of the 1,,,,rk experience at a random sample of 520

worktites which were visited and assessed during the period, November

1978 through November 1979 (Ball, et al., 1980). Consultants and MDRC

field monitors visited worksites and interviewed youths and their super-

visors; following a structured observatlon and report guide. Over 70

variables were codedi which were summarized into several major factors.

These factors were based upon ana_isit of the literature On work quality

and an attempt LO define operationally the concept of make-work." The

factors included: whether the work sponsor believed the youths' work WAS

dir- related to the sponscr's mission or business needt And Whether

it enhanced the sponsor's output; whether the youths were Kept busy, how

closely the youths interacted with supervisors and other agency staff,

the quality and Content of that interaction, and the supervisor-to-youth

iAtiO; how the youths rated the experience and whether they thought it

would help them a job in the future; the Skill content of the work;

and the assessor's independent judgment of the overall quality of the

work exerietice. A full listing of variables and major factors it

)vided in Appendix C.

These factors were arplyzed for worktitet grouped by Tier and Tier

II sites, by Sumu.er full -time and school year part-time status, and by

sector of work spLsisor. In the 1.9RC report on work quality, diffetendet

between the group:i wo7ksites were only reported if quality differences

on the measured factor met or exceedEA the 5 percent statistical signi-

ficance level (less than one 6hance in 20 that the difference occurred
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only by chance); By this significance measure, tE2 private sector did

prove distinctive from the other sectors on three factors. FirSt,

for - profit sponsors had a smaller ilmber of youths pet supervisor than

public and nonprofit sectors. For example; where 56 p,.rcent of public

sectof worksites had a one--to -one outh to supervisor ratio, 66 percent

of for -prof i. worktiteS had this low ratio. And where 15 percent of

nonprofit WorkSites had five or more youths per supervisor, only 4

i;ercent of for-profit worksites had a ratio this great (Ball, et al.,

1980:36).

A second quality difference was the degree to which sponsors

believed that the you:. is work was valuable: in amount, ceUtribution to

output, and in congrnte with the sponsor's omission. Private sector

sponsors were somewhat less likely to value thv youths' work highly than

were pUblit and nonprofit sponsors (Ball; et a1., 1980: 46). Thig

finding appears to fit with the perception of EntitleMent staffs that

businesses may be somewhat more critical about the value of employin[

Entitlement enrollees than the other sectors.

A third difference == and significantly different among the three

sectors was the youths' perception of the value of the work experi-

ence. On a scale which included factors such as the YOUths' perceptions

that the work would lielp them gain job skills, a job reference, a job in

the future, and a belief that their work was of value to the employer,

youths at private'sector worksites gave their experience higher ratir

than youths at public or nonprofit worksites. While there may have been

some selection bias involved it assigning more motivated or job-future-

oriented youths to private sector worksftes, the youths' perceptionS,Are
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consistent with the findings reporter in Chapter 4: that nearly one-fifth

of the private work sponsors surveyed in May 1980 had hired Entitlement

youths on their oWr payroll.

On other factors, worksites in public, nonprofit and for-profit

WorkSites did not differ from each other to a statistically significant

degree. When asked whether youths were kept busy; 88 percent of the work

sponsors, 81 percent of the youths at the worksites, and 67 percent of

the site assessors reported that the youths were busy most or all of the

time, and there were no significant inter=sectoral differences among the

ratings given by any of the three observers. The frequency, quality, and

content of supervisor-youth interactions also did not Aignificantly vary

between sectors. Further, there were no differences on an aggregate

index of positive job characteristics.

Site assessors assigned an overall rating to the quality of each

worksite they visited, based upon their own synthesis of all the charac-

teristics they had been asked to observe. Their overall finding was that

at least 87 percent of all worksites they had visited were adequate, good

or outstanding; and wily 13 percent were of inadequate quality. Assessor

ratings among sectors did not differ at the level of confidence reported

in the work quality study; there were some differences, but at a signifi-

cance level of only .25, indicating there was one chance in four that the

differences might be the result of sampling vartability. The assessor

scores are distributed by sector in Table 21, primarily to show the

general similarity among them. Noting that any apparent differences

should be regarded with caution, the principal distinct ion is the some-

what higher incidence of "outstanding" worksites, and the somewhat
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Table 21

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RATINGS OF WORKSITE QUALITY
FOR A SAMPLE OF WORK SPONSORS

ACTIVE BETWEEN SEPTEMBER 1978 AND-NOVEMBER 1979;
BY SECTOR OF WORK SPONSOR

Assessor
Warksite-Rating

Sector -of Work Sponsor

For Profit Public Not-For-Profit All Sectors

Outstanding 18.0 12.3 9.3 13.5

Good 36;5 34.1 33.8
1

34.9

Adequate 32:8 40.2 43.0 38.3

Inadequate 12.7 13.4 13.9 13.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of
Worksites Assessed

189 180 151 520

;SOURCE: Field assessments-of a random sample of 520 Entitlement worksites0
conducted as part of MDRC's Quality of Work study. See Ball et al, 1980.

NOTES: Each worksite in the sample was assigned an overall rating of quality
according to the four categories_indicated in the_table _A-detailed description
of the assessment methodology can_be found in Appendix C and in the published final
report of the Quality of Work. study:

Differences between the sectors are significant at the .25 level, as
measured by Chi-square test.
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1

smaller proportion of "adequate" worksites in the private sector. There

Was not a distinctly smaller share of inadequate worksites in the private

sector.

The findings of the work quality study thus doi not square with the

expectations of many prime sponsor staff ....hat there would be notable

quality differences between private and public or nonprofit worksites.

It ma e that prime sponsdr perceptions were colored b!* their experience

with the Summer youth employment program in earlier years, which was

criticized in some evaluations for having a high number of large work-\
Sites in publit\and nonprofit agencies where so many youths were assigned

\

that it was often difficult to find enough productive activity for

them. This problem was generally minimal in the Youth Entitlement

demonstration.)

Additionally, prime sponsor staffs seem to have partaken of the

general myth in America that public agencies, operating on budgets and

not sales revenues, have leSS incentive to avoid "make-work" jobs. While

this is probably true to some extent; the tightness of local budgets in

the 11970S, combined with the year-round job assignments and relatively

small numbers of youths assigned per worktite in Entitlement, may have

dampened this tendency.

Work_Ouality and Displacement in the Private Sector

Ih the 1977 Youth Act; Congress impressed a dual mandate upon prime

sponsors who developed subsidized work experience opportunities for

1
Compare; for example; General Accounting Office, 1979, and General

Actotinting Office, 1980.
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youths. On the one hand, it said that the jobs should be real and

meaningful; not "make-work." On the other, jobs created with a subsidy

were not meant to displace' opportunities for workers who would otherwise

have been employed. There should be a net creation of new jobs. Imple-

menting these two mandates together, each in itself with an apparently

clear polt-257 intent; may pose a dilemma. If jobs created are meaningful

and not superfluous to an employer's needs; then might the employer not

hire someone without a subsidy to perform them? Is it the case that the

higher the quality of the job (and therefore the less likely that it is

make-work), the greater the likelihood that the employer will displace

someone else by accepting a subsidized youth?

The work quality study in Entitlement offered the possibility of

exploring whether such, a relationship might have existed. To examine

this question, site asessors who visited private sector worksites

in the summer and fail of 1979 were trained to use a field evaluation

methodology which assessed the degree of displacement that had likely

occurred.' Since the,assessors also assigned an overall quality rati.ng

to each of these worksites, it was possible to examine any interrelation-

ship between displacement and work quality.

There is no simple answer to the question; "Would an employer

1
The evaluation method utilized was a modification of the field

network evaluation strategy developed by the Brookings Institution_for
the study of displacement in -CETA public service employment programs.
The_ private _sector displacement estimates in this report should be
regarded as preliminary. -A more elaborate analysis of displacement in
public, nonprofit, and private sector worksites, using two estimation
methods, is currently being conducted by Unicon Research Corporation
under contract to MDRC. Results of that analysis will be available in
July 1981.



otherwise have hired someone to do the work asigned to a subsidized

youth?" One must assess the previous hiring pattern of the employer, the

employer's pattern of growth or decline, nd'the employer's hiring plans

before any subsidy opportunity existed. A job created with a subsidy may

also be partly a new position and partly some displacement of work for

which an employee might have been hired or a supplier contracted. The

categories of job creation and displacement, and the concept of partial

displacement, are discutSed at some length in Appendix C.

Using the results of the displacement estimation methodology, the

degree of displacement was regressed against assessor quality ratings,

while controlling for a range of factors that included sponsor industry,

size, employer's perception of the advantages in sponsoring Entitlement

youths, and other factors. The analysis reveals that there is indeed a

relationShip between the work quality rating and degree of displacement.

Compared to worksites judged inadequate, workSiteS assessed as "adequate"

displayed 14 percent more displacement, th660 found "good" showed 18

percent more, and those 'found "outstanding" showed 22 percent more

displacement. Only the last coefficient, however, was statistically

Significant.

Considering the quality factors which influenced site assessor

scores (See Ball, et al., 1980: 70) == the degree to which youths were

kept busy, the skill and training content of the job; the degree to which

the work sponsor valued the youth's contrioution, and other factors --

work sponsors who did not have enough work, WhtiSe work was simple and

repetitive; and who did not think the work partiCularly important were

less likely to displace work for others. Unfortunately, these very



characteristics are not deSikable attributes of a work experience that is

intended to foster good work habits for youths; The work quality study

found that the youths themselves valued these kihda of experiences less;

and that they perceived their jobs to be more meaningful if they believed

the employer needed the work they were doing.

The congressional rationale prohibiting make-work" is clear,

particularly in connection with an exemplary work experience for teen-
-,

agers; The*Matter of displacement and its impacts, on the other hand,

appears to encompass several implicit policy judgments, some of which may

compete with each other. TO the extent that displacement can be accu-

rately estimated -- a Subject of some dispute, given the necessity to

unravel employers' intentions in the absence of a subsidy policymakers

might attach higher priority to avoiding some types of displacement over

others.

The question to consider isi "Who is being displaced, to the extent

that it occurs ?' If Entitlement participants, who are economically

disadvantaged, simply get a work experience at the expense of other poor

youthsi the net benefit to society is problematical, although policy-

makers might consider whether the participant's agreement to stay in

school is worth rewardihg. If those displaced are diSadVahtAged adults;

policymakers "socialShOtild balance whether the sOtlal investment" in poor

youths is worth the foregone work opportunity fat disadvantaged adults,

or whether it is more important to protect adult breadwinners. If the

displaced are non -poor youths -- particularly if they hiciie a broader

range of altertatiVeS available to them -- is the tedittributive effect

an acceptable one? Of course; displacement and redistributive effects
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are reduced to the extent that a local economy is expending; Unfortu-

natelyi'that is not the situation in many of the communities that haVe

high concentrations of disadvantaged youths and adUlta.

Another set of questions that might affect'the policy consideration

of displacement is "What firms benefit; in what ways; from exploiting

subsidized displacement, and to what extent is that inconsistent with

program purposes and other, policies ?" One fadtar to note is that,

displacement aside, firms sponsoring Entitlement youths will probably not

get as much output from those youths as from more experienced workers or

from workers hired without a subsidy. That part of the subsidy which

pays for "training" costs, in return for the employer attepting a youth

who would not otherwise have been hired, may be socially equitable. This

IS the rationale behind subsidizing on-the-job training of disadvantaged

workers. Beyond that, however, if an employer benefits from full or

partial displacement, policymakers might consider whether the additional

subsidy above foregone productiVity is a fair reward to a socially

conscientious employer.

A related question points to a different cluster of policy tonterts;

If the firms most likely to accept subsidized Entitlement participants

are young firms struggling to get eatablithed (as the wage subsidy

experiment indicates), and if those firms are located in economically

distressed neighborhoods (as was the case with many Entitlement work

sponsors), then some subsidy reward to their enterprise might be con-

sidered an economic development investment. Of course, a completely

"free" enterprise philosophy would argue agaihat prolonging the life of a

!-

Marginal business,: and against any other form of tax or budget subsidy to
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business.

The available data do not indicate which Of the-Se displacement

impacts was most prominent With private sector work sponsors in Entitle=

meat, although there is reason to believe that all were present to some

extent. It is characteristic of policy mandates -7 and congressional

intents in YEDPA and CETA are no exception -- not to articulate priori-

ties among the spillover costa (or benefits) that may result from that

policy; Nor does the simple argument of economic.efficiency -- that

subsidizing employment should add a full increment to output -- offer

clear guidance where there is the kind of public- private entanglement

that characterizes advanced economies like the United States; A flat

prohibition against diSplateterit, while appealing from an economic

efficiency viewpoint and supported by some interests, may neglect

important values and competing interests;
, Presiitablyi better policy

would arise from a more conscious balanting of those values and

terests. Clearly, however; if there is a strong emphasis in youth

employment progratS On avoiding "make-work," part of the price of sub-

sidizing private sector work sponsors is some degree Of displacement;

Surommary=andContiusion:
_Substantial Benefits Tempered by Attendant Costs

From the perspective of the Entitlement operators concerned with

providing good work experience for youths; there were clearly several

benefits in recruiting private sector businesses. First, access to the

private sector facilitated the provision of work experience 'to all

enrollees; Many private bnaineSSeS Were located within the participants'

neighborhoods, and enrollees found it easier to work the 10-15 hours per
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week after school. Youths who 4ere assigned to private employers also

tended to value the experience more highly than youths assigned to other

sponsors. Furthermore, the great majority of employers were generally

satisfied with the performance of the participants assigned to theM and

the program staff who assisted them. One-fifth of the private businesses

subsequently hired Entitlement youths onto their own payrolls.

That the quality of private sector worksites WAR not found to be

distinctively better than the more traditional public or nonprofit

worksites, contrary to prime sponsor expectations, and that there is

displacement in the private sector which increases with quality, indi-

cate, however, that the private sector option was not an unalloyed

benefit; Additionally, the unwillingness of many private businesses to

Nk participate as work sponsors, even at full subsidy; raised the .host of

recruiting them. Their greatly reduced responsiveness to smaller subsidy

levels also may raise some question about the ease of replicating a youth

job guarantee (or other youth work experience programs) with a strong

private sector emphasis.

As discussed, the conditions surrounding the wage subsidy experiment

on balance probably constrained business incentives so that the findings

may be a lower bound estimate of business participation in Entitlement.

The full subsidy participation rates over the course of the demonstra-

tion, had they been systematically measured; would probably have been

higher than the 18 percent participation rate of the Baltimore and

Detroit experimental firms. Even presuming that these take-up rates

could have been as high as 25 percent, this still means that prime

sponsors would have had to allocate a fairly large share of job develop-
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ment resources to recruit private businesses, contacting four businesses

to sign up one work sponsor -- who would usually employ only one youth;

ik
This contrasts with proceduret) for recruiting public or nonprofit spon4-'

sors who generally sponsor youths each summer, and where lining

commitments is more a matter of simply asking those agencies how many

youths they have work for and can effectively supervise.

Recruitment costs at the frOnt end generate followup and liaison

costs as well, which were greater for private work sponsors than for

sponsors in the other sectors given the smaller number of youths assign

did per sponsor; A reasonable estimate About recruitment and ongoing

liaison efforts, with the differences in strategy and youth assignment

patterns, is that costs three to four times as much per employer to

recruit and work with a private sector sponsor. And, if the Entitlement

legislation had imposed a 50 or 75 percent ceiling on the subsidy to the

private sector, the subsidy variation experiment findings indicate that

the recruitment cost per sponsor might have been doubled or quadrupled

again. Further, if employers who were asked to pay part of the wage

cost would not participate as long, being more readily frustrated by

problems with youths or program administration, then recruitment costs

would increase even more.

The fact, therefore, that Entitlement prime sponsors recruited large

numbers of private employers the face of a relatively greater

burden on staff resources and the rather small proportion of resulting

job hours -- is testament to the general enthusiasm which many of them

shared for making a link to the private sector. Part of the inducement

for thit level of effort on their part was the program requirement for

0
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guaranteeing year-round work experience to all eligible youths who

enrolled. In another sort of youth program -- with fixed slot levels

and the corresponding boundaries on administrative staff budgets -7

prime sponsors might not have sustained their enthusiasm for an ongoing

private sector component, especially if lower subsidy levels made

recruitment even more difficult.

There were, of course, othe benefits,to the subsidy than the

greater ease of the guarantee. most notable of these is probably the

greater likelihood that private employers will subsequently hire youths

onto their own payroll; this has always been a principal rationale for

private sector strategies in manpower programming. It would be an

overstatement with youth work experience programs, however, to charac-

terize great proportions of these private sector job placements as

"permanent" jobs. The after-school and summer jobs which high school

youths take do not often lead to stable employment with the same em-

ployer, or even in the same occupation. Changing jobs and episodic labor

force attachment are fairly typical of teenagers. Entitlement does,

however, provide a private sector opportunity to a disadvantaged youth

who' otherwise might, not have found such a job. Experience in the private

sector -- where a job may seem more "real" to a youth or be perceived as

a good credential for future employment -- might offer a positive induce-

ment to learning job skills.

The wage subsidy experiment findings invite one more observation.

When private employers were asked to commit themselves to a temporary

work experience for disadvantaged teenagers, less than one-fifth of

those who were proffered a full wage subdidy agreed to participate. Only
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5 percent of the employers asked to pay $1.65 per hour (half of the 1980

minimum wage) agreed to the bargain. The particular circumstances of the

subsidy variation experiment should be borne in mind, of course, and

employers would undoubtedly face different incentives in considering

whether to hire a youth on the regular payroll. Nonetheless, the notable

lack of employer demand for disadvantaged Entitlement participants may

raise questions about private sector responsiveness to hiring-poor and

minority youths at costs below the minimum wage, were the Fair Labor

Standards Act to be so amended.
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APPENDIX A

THE WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT

The discussion in Chapter 1 of the Wage subsidy Variation Experiment

relies on two sources of data; experimental job contact record cards

and a survey of a sample of employers conducted by MDRC. These data are

described below; along With the methods used to produce regression

adjusted participation rates with the survey data.

Data on the overall experimental sample were C011ected through job

contact cards filled out by experimental fob developers; These cards

were used to keep track of experimental employer contacts and to indicate

the number of firma in Baltimore and Detroit that accepted the Entitlement

offer at each anbsidy level; Table A-1 shows the number of firms con-

tacted and agreeing to participate at each site and subsidy level. These

figures are used to calculate "raw" participation rates. it is notable

that participation at the two sites differs, with more firMa agreeing to

participate at a 100 percent wage subsidy in Baltimore than in Detroit.

Within each site; participation at the partial subsidy is significantly

lower than participation at the full subsidy.

The job contact Cards are useful in identifying the overall universe

of experimental firms but not very useful in deStribing them; To further

describe the firms contacted tinting the experiment and identify factors

which influence participation; a telephone survey was conducted on a

random sample of these firms. Eight separate samples were drawn to

reflpct the different subsidy levels and poittive or negative responses

to the program offer at different sites.

Because of the Mahn number of lower-subsidy acceptors (leas than 50
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Table A-1

PARTICIPATION RATE OF PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYERS
IN 101 WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT

BY SITE AND SUBSIDY LEVEL

Site and_ Subsidy bt.?Vel

Baltimore

50% Wage Subsidy
100% Wage Subsidy

Detroit

75% Wage SUbSidy
100% Wage SubsidY

Total

Nttitttio r> 1 m d' ye r::

Agreeing Jo
rt

_
Contacted

61t1
561

569
519

2259

46

113

44
Hl

2H4

Porticipation
Itate

7.1,%****

20,1%

SOURCE: Tabulattoo aWaqo Subsidy Variation record cards filled out by job
developers in Baltimore and Detroit.

_ =
- NOTE' : These figures_updatejiguresreported in Felder; ResearchiVesign and

litirlementation Report:_ The Wage Subsidy Variation of the Youth_ Entitlement Pro-
jecti_SRI International; 1980; Fiqures in this table reflect:- the eliminatienof
dUplicate record cards and the resolution of al.1._cases identified as "pendihg" in
Felder report; Pending firms that signed_ werksiteagreementsiby Auiltita: of 1980
are countedltere as participating. Pending firms that had net oithod agreementS
as of this dale are treated a$ nonparticipants; regardlOSS of Whether they
indiCated ail interest in future participation;

"Participation rate" refers to the percent of th employers contacted
that agreed to 'participate as Work sponsors.

bThet-statiStie for the difference between take' up rate:; Io 50%
and 100% subsidy leVelS in Baltimore _is 6.30, The t-statistic fer the ereis
between tako up rates for the 75% and 100% subsidy level :4 in Detroit is 4.06.
SignifiCance is measured by two-tailed tests;

****Significant at the 0.1 percent level.
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at each s 1 t e ) ; Al 1 employers i n this group were Inc !tided I n the sample.
The remaining strata were sampled AO that each would be similar a it i

to the lower-subsidy acceptor strata. The remnining sample members were

drawn randomly from within their strata at rates neerIry to ()Maio the
des t red s amp le si zes . In all; some 53 ri I I this were t Included t he
Sit MO le out of which 311 interviews Were romp let ed, represent ing a 58

percent response rat e. Response rat es were I owe r among re f se rs , (46
percent') than Among acceptors ( 72 pe roe ); and liiwcr in Det rot t (52
percent ) than Bat t Imre (61 percent ). The priipOrt ion of f i rms witltitt
each Stratumin t he universe of ,fob emit act record cards and In t

survv sample is shown Iii Table A-2. Table A-2 also shows the Weightk

which were used to estimate the characteristics of the population of
f I num contacted during the Wage Subs idy VAririt 1611 Experiment. Wei ghts

are necessary since the relatIve size of each stratum of t he sample
differ~ from the size of the Warne St ratum In the !mini la t ion of rmiiloyiers

contacted:

The quest Orion re asked employers whether t hey had agreed to part -
i pa t as work sponsors for descriptive t Of cii-Mat ion on their f irms; and

for the reasons for their part rcipiition decision. Interviews were

conducted in Auucitit 1980 by expert en ced telephone Ititervtewers on consul=
Cant cont rit et to 1411)RC, and took approxi mutely fiveVe mi nut es to cc-ip tete.

The durst ionna i re w i l l be sent tci interested researchers on requost
Wage Subs idy Vari at ion Experimental data were gathered nt only two

s I t I f genera int. outs /ire to he made from theSe data; it is Impor-
tart to he Able to determine how similar the OkOerimentn1 firms are to
the universe of all firms in the two sites, and whether the character' A-



Table A-2

CALCULATION OF WEIGHTS APPLIED TO WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION SURVEY DATA
FOR. USE IN PROJECTING OUTCOMES OF THE WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT

Site and Subsidy Level

_ Proportion_
in Experiment

(A)

Proportion
of Sample

(B)

Weight for
Regression

(c)

Baltimore Observations

Agreed at 100% Subsidy 5.0 17.9 0280
Agreed at 50% Subsidy 2.0 11.0 MiVi

Refused at 100% Subsidy 19 9 12;0 1.653
Refused at 50% Subsidy 25.0 14.9. 1.674

1

Detroit Observations

Agreed.at 100% Subsidy 3.6 12;7 0.284
Agreed at 75% Subsidy 2.0 11;4 0.172

Refused at 100% Subsidy 19.4 10.4 1.864
Refused at 75% Subsidy 23.2 9.7 2.380

Total Number of Observations 2256 308 N.A.

SOURCE: Tabulation of Wage Subsidy Variation record cards filled out by job
developers in Baltimore and Detroit, and data from the Wage Subsidy Variation
.Survey.

NOTES: Weights, column (C), are calculated by dividing the proportion in
column (A) by the proportion in column (B).

Weights for Regression estimates were based on the-308 cases in the
sample in which employers were clearly participants or nonparticipants. A total
of 311 firms were interviewed, but three of these were_foun&to be pending. They
had been contacted by the Entitlement program, were waiting for recontact and ex-
pressed an interest in participation. These_firms were not treated as either
participants or non-participants because of their ambiguous status.

Weights for frequency distributions included in Table A-5, where -no
participation rates are calculated, are based on all 311 cases in the survey sample,
with the three pending cases included in the strata from which they were originally

_ ,drawn.



tics and behavior of the participating firms in the sample Ate typical of

the demonstration as a whole; The evidence available for comparison is

limited; but some information can bu brought to bear on both questions.

The characteristics of firma approached in Baltimore and Detroit

during experimental job development can be compared with the character-

istics of all firms in these cities. in a rough way using data on em-

ployers in Baltimore and Detroit from County Business Patterns; County

Business. Patterns rely on FICA.tax data to count the number of employers

in U.S. counties by sizb and sector; There are some problems, however,

in comparing FICA data with survey data. All nonpublic employers whose

employees are covered by FICA are included, so that some nonprofits are

counted in this data. Also, FICA data are available only for the City

of Baltimore and for Wayne County Michigan, the boundariii of which are
_

not coterminous with the areas of experimental job development. Despite

_these factors, the comparisons of the distribution of employers by size

and sector in County Business Patterns with similar distributions from

the Wage Subsidy Variation Survey; in Table A-3, Show that firms ap-

proached during the experiment are'noe'-extremely atypical of firms paying

FICA in the same county.

Evidence of the similariti between firms approached by experimental

job developerR and other Entitlement work sponsors can be drawn from

comparisons of the Wage Subsidy Variation survey data with data from two

other MDRC surveys at 12 demonstration sites: the May 1980 Work Sponsor

I

County-Business Patterns data in Table A-3 eiiclude educAtional
institutions since these are not treated as private sector work sponsors
in Entitlement even if they are private profit-making inatitutions.
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Table A-3

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF_ALL PRIVATE EMPLOYERS IN BALTIMORE AND DETROIT
THAT PAID SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES_IN__1978,

AND OF_A SAMPLE OF THE__ PRIVATE_ EMPLOYERS IN_THOSE__CITIES
THAT WERE CONTACTED IN THE WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT

BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AND INDUSTRIAL TYPE

Employer Char-ac risti-Csa

Number of EmployeeSic
0-4
5,9

10-19
20-49
50-99
L00-249

250-499
500-999
10004

Total

Percent of Private-Employers

Balt-i-more Detr

Wage
Paid FICA Subsidy
in 1978 Variation in 1978

Paid FICA

4N.S
20.
14.3
9.9
1.5

2.0
0.o
0.2
0.2

100.0

15.5

1.11

4.4
0.1

0.0

100.0

Wage
Subsidy

Variation

47.7
21.1

15.0

9.9
1.5

I.H

0.6

0.2
O. I

100;0

Industrial

Agriculture /Forestry/
Mining/Construction

Manufacturing
Transportation
Trade
Finance/Insurance/Real Estate
Services
Miscellaneous

Total

'6 .C1

7.7

4.0

11.1

1.6
1.6

100.0

0.6
7.7
3.5

5.5
9.1

20.4

0.0
100.0

9.4
3.6

1/1.4

ti.0

10.9

2.4
I00.0

11(.1)

29;6

17.4

H.1
1.5

2.7

0.0
0.0

100.0

SOURCE: Wage Subsidy Variation Survey Data, and County Business Patterns
(Wayne County and Baltimore 1978) published by the Department of Commerce in
1980.

NOTES: Percent iy not sum to 100 due to rounding. The Baltimore Wage
Subsidy.Variation data. .e for 161scases. The Detroit Wage SubSidy Variation
data are for 151 cases.

aThese data exclude educational institutions.

ODetroit data are for Wayne County, which includes. areas
outside Detroit city limits.

cNUmber of employees is the sum of the number of part=time
and full-time emplOyees.
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Survey and t he 1979 ()nal l ty of Work survey. In all three surveys.

hart I c pa t I ng employers were asked: "Why did you decide to pa rt irlpato In

the program?" Thc responses Wi the three questionnaires; shown
Tab le it-4 ; Ind{ cht e a KU; Ica 1 ly simi la r pattern.

it Is .t ISO poi; t4e It, to compare the twin:it vial compostttoit of f I rins

pa rt pa t I ng iii t he Wage Sobs dy Van ti at ton experiment wltii that of of her
Elit it lement work sponsors; The di st r but ion of t ruts agroi. Og to rt
c pate in the Whge Sid* idy Var fat Ion experiment furies out to d Ifler I rom

the d ist rl hitt. 100 of art lye work sponsors by iIidmi try I n Sept ember 1979 :is
measured by t he 1980 Work Sponsor Survey. r I ewer manor:let lir( up, 1 I rate

(2. I percent) turned rep In t he former sample t loot Litter (8.1
percent ). When t he ditterenees bet ween Chest' percent hgei-i IS tested rig

.t two-tatted t- tt'$t, the resulting statistic Is 2.74; which is St WI
cant at the I percent I eve i (lit renei. may Ind( este t hat fewer
inn nu fa et ti re rs were will! ng to part pate In t he bad economic cond I Ions
Of t he spring of 1980 than Iii t he hotter condi t Ions of Sept eitilier 1979, or
a d fie retire het Ween t he recept Ivcness of mann e ene imp, IIruns t0 t he

Ent it lenient offer In the two Wage Sulu-11(1y Vim at. ion el t les versus other'

demonstration vitt es .

Ilse of the we ighted fitte-Yey Ramp It. makes it possl bit. to eh t Inuit t. the
character! st it's of f IrinN eOnt act ed during the Wap,i. Subs idy Variation
Experiment Thble A-5 shows the rharrictr'r1HIICH of t hose f I runs on

variety of measures. Mit a or) these' charact erist ics were used to p rodoev

regression est I ma tes of pa rt tri pat ion. Regression estIinntes :ire va %Mb I 0

1

These surveys are discussed further In Append( COM li and

1i t'



Table A-4

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF REASONS FORJARTICIPATION
OR PERCEIVED ADVARTA6ES UV PARTICIPATION

ROORTEL BY THREE SAMPLES Or PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS, BY PERCENT OF
SPONSORS REPORTING EACH REASON/ADVANTAGE

Quality of Work/

Labor Market Survey
a

iMay 1980

:a
Work

._.

Wage Subsidy Variation Survey
bSponsor Survey

.

'?1.',1$0!1:, for or Perceived
Advanta4S-bi4altizipation

Percent of Sponsors

. Reporting Advantage

Percent of Sponsors

Ittp-Orting-AiVaatage

Pc 'cent of Sponsors

Reporting Reasonc

Percent

Reporting Reason.

as Mat 1Mportant-

-
hox, labor; no wage cost

71.2 54.0 57:8 32:9

C0nee to do something for disadvantaged youth
56.8 64:3 67.1 47.9

cnaUe to Dok over unskilled workers for possible
.

later hire
28.0 12.1 19.3 8.7

P(k6ii,ilit'i of expandinq output temporarily
12.8 12;1 15.5 5.6

to i,ave motivated youth willing' to both

k.il' aad wore
II:2

18.7 2:5 1.2

,11:,iml1 1,aperwrk

4;0 7.2 0:6 0.0

Aari,:e '.) employ specific youth known to employer
3.2 6.8 1.2 1:2

q:nt..r)

0.0 6:2 5.0 1.8

Wune 'entiu:s4
2;4 3.9 0.0 0.0

TI.JIal Number of Ravantayes or Reasons Reported
234 917 274

,.....

Total =Lei of Sponsors IntervIeWed
125 513 161

161

SOURCE: Responses of samples of private
tectoremployersiinterviewed in three different surveys. The Quality of.Work/Labor Market surveywas administered to a subset

Of,125firmssurveyed during the Quality
of Work Survey- effort inthe.Sumizr

andiFall:of 1979: The MAV1980iWork_sponsor_survey was adMinistered to a sample of 513 private sector
Entitlement work sponsors who had employed Entitlement

youthsiniSeptember 1979;The Wage Subsidy Variation Survey was adminitteredto-_311
private sector employers in

Baltiffore and Detroit who had
been approached as a part ofthe Wage Subsidy VariatiOn

Experiment._ Experimental job development was condUctedin the Spring of 1980 and interviews were denducted inAuguSt 1980. These surveys are further
described in thit appendix (Wage Subsidy

Variation); Appendix B (May 1980 Work Sionior Survey) and Appendix C(Quality of Work Survey).

WOTES: aSponsors interviewed in these two surveys were asked what advantages
to participation they had perceived when they had originallyagreed to be a work sponsor.

Sponsors_ interviewed in this
survey were asked why they had

agreed to become a work sponsor, and then to indicate which reason hadbeen most important in deciding;

cPercents in these columns do not SUM to 100 due to multiple responses.

1a'



Table A-5

-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYERS
CONTACTED FOR THE WAGE SUBSIDY- VARIATION EXPERIMENT,

BY SELECTED EMPLOYER CHARACTER;STICS

Characteristics

Percent
of Employers
Conticted

Age of Ettablishtent: J-72 Years
3-10 Years

13;2
39.7

11-20 Years 20.2
Over 20 Years 25.8
No Response 1.1

.Had Prior Experience with
Youth Employees: Yes 59.3

. No 40.8

Had1Prior Experience with
Employment And Training Programs: Yes 15;4

No 84.6

Change in. Level of Regular
Employment over Last Year: _Increase 15;5

No Change 55.5
L, Decrease 28;4
No Response 0.6

Managers Description of Financial
Condition: Doing Pretty Well 29.6

Doing OK 48;3

Not DOing Too Well 20.1
No Response 2.0

Manager's DeSbription of Profitability:
. Moderately or Highly Profitable 57.0

Barely or Not Profitable 36;3

No Response 6;7

Industry Type: Manufacturing 6.5
Non-Manufacturing 93.5

Workers Unionized: Yes 4.6
NO 95.4

SiZe of Firm in Full-Time
.

Eguivalencies:a :0-4;5 Employees 32.5
5-19.5 Employees 47;8

20-99;3 Employees 14.5
100 or more Employees 4;2

No Response 1.3

Total Sample 100.0

Sample Size 311

SOURCE: Wage Subsidy Variation Survey data.

NOTES: Survey responses were weighted as described in Table A-2
to estimate the characteristics of the firms contacted by Job developers
during the experiment; Percents May not sum to 100 due to rounding;

aFull-time equivaleKies are measured by counting each
part-tithe employee as one-half,cf a full-time employee. Employers with no
paid employees other than Entitlement workers, are treated as having zeroemployees.



as a MeanS of describing the data while controlling for differences

between firms ottered different subsidy levels. Firms offered different

subsidy levels iti betreit Shinild not differ from each other in Any

systematic WaYi since subsidy levels in Detroit were assigned randomly.

16 lialtiMOre, where subsidy level was assigned on the basis of geography,

systemat is d i l l erences may exist between the firms offered the two

subsidy levels; Inc regression estimates measure the impact of the

subsidy lev.1, ciintr011ing for those differences among firms which could

he measured in the survey.

The regression model used to estimate participation is presented in

Table A-6; This model uses a dummy variable for participation equal to

one fOr those lirMS that signed worksite agreements; zero for firMA

that dld not and missing for the three firms that indicated they were

Willing to sign an agreement but had not been rerontacted by job develop-

ers; The variables Iii Table A-6 are relatively self-explanatory. All

are dummy variableS except for size of firm; which is measured in full*.

time equivalent employees; Full-time equivalencies are estimated by

counting each part-time worker as one-half of a full-time worker. The

variable identifying firtk 'neat-6d In the original hntitlemont area of

Baltimore was included to control for the fact that participation rates

there might differ from participation rates in other areas of the city;

The model produces the adjusted participation rates reported in Chapter

3. These are compaf id With the "raw" participation rates calculated

directly iron :10) contact record cards in Table A-7.

It in worth noting that the difference between participation rates

at the percent and UM petcent subsidy levels in Baltimore in the
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Table A-7

PARTICIPATION RATES AT EACH SUBSIDY LEVEL
ESTIMATED BY JOB CONTACT RECORD CARDS AND BY REGRESSION

Subsidy Level

Participation Rates Estimated_4___

Regression _Rocerd Cards

50% 7.5%**** 4.7%***

75% 7.7%**** 10.0%*

100% 17.9% 18.2%

All Subsidy Levels 12.6% 12.6%

Sample Size 282

:;OURCE: Tat m . I.a...0n o f Wag'. Sull:;jdy Variatit iii

EXperiment record cards filled out by jobidevelopers in
Baitimore and Detroit, and linear regression based on
data developed from the Wage Subsidy VariatiOn Survey.

NOTES: Without weighting, the average participation
rate estimated by regression would be 53%. :.eights used
in the regression are shown it, Table A-2. The regression
model used is shown in Table A-a.

Participation rates calculated from record cards for
50% and 75% subsidy levels are significantly different
from the participation rate_for firms:offered fiill
sidies, where significance is measured using two - tailed

t-tests._ Significance_tests for participation rates_ _

estimated_by regression are made_by comparing_participa-
tion at each _partial subsidy level with participation at
the 100% subsidy level. Significance is measured using
two-tailed t-tests on the regression coefficients for the
50% and 75% subsidy levels.

*Significant at the 10 percent level.
***Significant at the 1 percent level.

****Significant at the 0.1 percent level.



"raw" data (12.6 percent; see Table A71) is quite close to the difference

in participation at the two SUbSidY levels predicted by the regression

model (13.6 percent). The corresponding differences between participa-

tion at the 75 percent and 100 percent subsidy leVela in Detroit are even

closer, 7.9 percent and 8.2 percent respectively. This shows that random

assignment of subsidy level to fiiMS in Detroit appears to have worked to

control Systematic differences between the 75 percent and 100 percent

subsidy firms. The regression essentially averages the two 100 percent

Subsidy participation rates; while controlling for differences between

firms at the two sites which might affect participation. This procedure

is legitimate if the relationship betweefi participation and the indepen-

dent variables is Similar in the two sites (see below).

-
Several additional variables were tested bifiloit---lii-cluded in the

final model. These include a variable identifying establishments as a

branch of another firm or frafithige; and variables identifying whether or

not these firms had the authority to hire youths or participate in

employment and training programs. Another variable dropped was length

of time; in months, between the first contact with Entitlement job

developers and August 1980, the nominal end of the Entitlement demonstra=

tion. None of these variables had much influent-6 over participation.

Although the variable denoting the length of time for which youths were

known to be available from the Entitlement program might be expected to

have an important,influence on participation; some employers may not have

been told that the program would end in August 1980; and others may have

expected the program to be continued in some form after that date. The

.Entitlement program was, in fatt, extended after August 1980, so firms
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Whith did not expect the subsidy to end turned out to be correct.
. .

Regressions were also estimate using size classes to identify nonlineat

relationships between size of firm and participation, but this did not

show significant results.

Ordinary least squaresregression normally is not regarded as

appropriate for estimating equations with dummy dependent variables;1

The relationship between participation and the independent variables

described above was also estimated using a logistic regression model,

which is more appropriate for such data. Unfortunately this model could

not be estimated using the weighted data used to predict population

parameters. The unweighted logistic regression model and a -SiMilar

unweighted ordinary least squares model did, however, predict participa-

tion rates whith are quite similar. The F-level for the unweighted

ordinary least square model, with variables identical to the weighted

model, is 2.437, which is significant at the 1 percent `level of Sig=

nificance. The variables explain participation better in the regression

without weights because the proportion of participating firms in the

sample is close to 50 percent before weighting. Unfortunately, when

the sample is not weighted, little can be said about participation of

the population of firms actually approached by the experimental job

developers. These factors, combined with the similarity between weighted

'participation rates and "raw" participation rates, indicate that the

1
A good discussion of the problems_raised_by the use of least squares

regression for binary dependent variables_ is_iprovided in Hanushek and
Jaason, Statistical Methods for_SocIal_Scientiats, 1977, Chapter 7.
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weighted least squares model is likely to reliably describe participa-

tion.

A remaining issue in the analysis is the extent to which it is

reasonable to pool data from Baltittire and Detroit to estimate one

participation equation. TheSe data should not be merged if the rela-

tionship between participation and the explanatory variables differS in

the two sites. The similarity of the relationShipS at the two sites can

be tested using analysis of covariance techniques. The test for the

homogeneity of the two relationships is an F-test, in which the sums Of

the Squared residuals from the separate regressions for each site are

compared with the sum of the squared redid-will:1 from a regression based

on all data. The three regresSions must have the same explanatory

variableS. The regression model shown in Table A-6 was, the,:efore,

Modified so that the two dummy variables for the two partial subsidies

were replaced with one dummy variable Rik a full subsidy. The vallable

identifying firms located in the old Baltimore Entitlement area was also

dropped.

The three regressions necessary to perform the analysis of covari-

ance are shown in Table A-8. All regresaiona are weighted, using the

weights shown in Table A-2. The F-statistic which results when the sums

of the squared residuals from the three regressions are compared is

0.201. This F-level is not significant at normal leVels of significance.

This means that it is statistically possible to reject the hyothesis

1

__The procedure used here is taken from Johnston, Econometric Methods,
2nd Edition, 1972, pp.192-207.'
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Table A-8

COEFFICIENTS OF THREE REGRESsION MODELS

ESTIMATING THE .MPACT OF SUBSIDY LEVEL AND EMPLOYER CHARACTERISTICS
ON PARTICIPATION DURING THE WAGE SUBSIDY VARIATION EXPERIMENT,

BY SITE

Both Site& Combin ed I BaltData

Coefficient

_Only

Standard

Error

Detroit Data

Coefficient

OrNy-

Coefficient
Standard

Error
Standard

Error
ehd 06k iim 1.Gb

Manufacturing Sector
- 7.9 7.7 - 3.9 11.9 - 9.3 12.3

Size of Establishment in Full Time Equivalencies
- 0.009 0.03 - 0.01 0.03 - 0.1 0.1

Age of ELtablishment: 1-2 Years + 13.7* 6.8 + 19.7* 10.3 t 6.7 10.23-6 Years + 5.3 6.3 + 6.8 10.5 4 5.1 8.4
7.1,1 Years 5.0 6.0 + 8.1 9.7 4 6.5 8.811-20 Years + 3.7 5.9 4 3.8 9.2 4 3.0 8.2(Comparison Group) Over 20 Years

Unionlied Tins - 9.4 10.0 - 0:9 19.7 13.4 12.3
-------..

Prior Experience with Youth employees + 8.0* 4.2 * 8.1 6.6 4 10.2* 6.1

Prior Experience ai n Employment and Training Pi...grams - 0.03 5.7 + 7.8 10.6 - 3.1 7.2

Change in Regular Employment over Last iear.
.

Incr,4,,c + 12.6" 5.9 + 11.6 8.4 12.5 10.0
t.:r_il..4,:.? - 0.7 4.8 + 1.0 8.3 - 0.3 6.5(Comparison :4-04) No Change

Manager's Description of Financial Condition:

Doing Pretty Well + 5.5 4.R + 4.7 7.2 + 4.7 7.5Not Doing Too well
- 1.1 5.6 - 1.9 9.9 - 1.4 7.2(Comparison Group) Doing OK

Manager Described Firm as Moderately or Hi4nly

Profitable - 2.0 4.6 - 2.9 7.9 - 1.3 6.1

Full Subsidy Offered to Firm
+ 9.9** 4.1 + 14.2* 6.5 r 7.1 6.0

Constant
- 2.7 - 6.6 - 0.4

Sample Size 284 140 144

P2 of the Regression .082 .105 .076

Standard Error of the Regression 32.76

I

35.45 31.61

SOURCE: 1.J.near regression based on data obtained from the Wage Subsidy Variation Survey. Weights used in the regressions are shown in
Table A-2.

NOTESt The model is based on the- :304 cases for Whit:1i cempleEe data are available. The F level for the first equation is 1.614 which is

significant at the_10_Percent_level of iignifiCingo_._ The_F_leveIs for the second -two equations are 0.97 and 0.70 respectively, which are not
significant AT Accepted levels of significance. Significance of individual coefficients ii calculated using two tailed t-tests.

-*Significant at 10 percent-11m1.

**Significant at 5 percent level.



that there are no significant differences between the participation

equatiols measured for the two sites, and that data from the two Sites

can be safely pooled. A similar analysis was

Sample with similar results.

conducted on the unweighted



APPENDIX B

SURVEY OF ACTIVE WORK SPONSORS

The data used in Chapter 4 are drawn primarily from the MDRC May

1980 Work Sponsor Survey. This appendix describes that survey, the

regression models used to estimate work sponsor retention, and other data

relevant to the analysis in Chapter 4.

The May 1980 Work Sponsor Survey was administered to a sample of

private sector work sponsors who employed Entitlement youths in Septem-

ber 1979. The universe of such firms was identified through the Enti-

tlement Information System, which is MDRC's management information system

for the Entitletent Demonstration. It contains Cleaned data .on the

monthly status of all Entitlement work sponsors.

Work sponsors were sampled in all Tier I sites and at the five Tier

II sites which had more than a handful of private sector Worksites. The

universe of fithiS and final sample sizes for the survey are described,

by site, in Table 8-1. Firms were sampled in four strata that were

made up of firms still employing Entitlement youths by January 1980 and

is not active at that date In Tier I and Tier II programs. The

largest stratum Contained Tier I firms active in January 1980, and 25

percent Of the firms in this stratum was Sampled. The remaining Strata

were sampled at a 50 percent rate. Samples were selected randomly

within strata, except that firms interviewed in the Quality of Work

Surveys (see At4endix C) were not used.

The Stratification scheme described above deliberately oversampled

firms inactive as of January 1980 and firms in Tier II sites, WhiCh

raised the possibility that the sample would not accurately represent
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Table 1211

DISTRIBUTION_OFPRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS
ACTIVE IN SEPTEMBERA979, AND INTERVIEWED IN MAY 1980,

BY SITE

Site Number Active
Number

Interviewed

Tier I

Baltimore 308 54
Boston- 363 77
Cincinnati 123 23
Denver 131 36

Detroit 523 96

King7Snohomish 103 27

Mississippi 84

Total Tier I 2,000 I 397

Tier II

Hillsborough 34 11

MOnterey 57 21

New York 125 49

Philadelphia 41 16

Syracuse 54 19

Total Tier II 316 I 116

Total Sample 2;316 513

SOURCE:_ Monthly Performance Report data from
the Entitlement Information System and survey records
for the May 1980 Work Sponsor Survey.



the universe of firms from which it was selected. Weights similar

chose calculated for the Wage Subsidy Variation Survey were, therefore,

calculated for May 1980 Work Sponsor Survey data. Examination of

weighted and unweighted frequencies of employer characteristics and

behavior showed that the weights made very little difference. Some 88.2

percent of work sponsors employing Entitlement youths in September 1979

remained willing to do so in May 1980, according to the weighted data, as

opposed to 86.9 percent in the unweighted data. these weights were not

used in the analysis presented in Chapter 4, Whith Means that estimates

of work sponsor retention presented in that chapter are slightly conser-

vative.

Interviews were conducted by experienced telephone interviewers

working under consultant contract to MIDIRC. Interviews lasted approxi-

tately-20 minutes. Copies of the questionnaire are available to in-

terested researchers on request.

Several of the questions asked in the questionnaire and discussed in

Chapter 4 pertain to employer experiences with, and reaction to, prime

Sponsor subsidy reduction plans, described in Chapter 2. The character-

istics of the plans submitted by the various prime sponsors are described

in Tables B-2 and B -3. In most cases employers were required to pay

least 50 percent of Entitlement wages for any youth placed with their

firm for more than 12 months

The regression model used to predict work sponsor retention

Chapter 4 was estimated using a logistic repression model, and is shown

in Table 11=4. The dependent variable is a binary variable equal to

One if a work sponsor employed, or expressed a willingness to employ,
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Table B=2

PROCEDuRES__ESTABLISHED_BY TIER I_MGRAM OPERATORS
TO REDUCE THE LEVEL OF WAGE SUBSIDY_FOR YOUTH ASSIGNED

TO PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS

Site Subsidy Reduction Procedures

Baltimore

Boston

-Cincinnati

Denver

Detroit

King-Snohomish

Mississippi

Employer is- asked -to pay 100%_of_wages at 6 months.if
employer rated youth as very_gaod or_better, but_pay-
ment is not mandatory. Employer pays 50% of wages at
12 months if employer rated youth as very good or better.

Procedure identical to that of Baltimore.

Employer is asked to pay 25% of wages at 6 months, but
payment is not mandatory. Regardless, employer pays
50% of wages at 12 months, 75% of wages at 18 months,
and 100% of wages at 24 months.

Employer pays 50% of wages at 12 months and 100% of
wages at 18 months.

Etployer_pays 25% of wages at 6 months and 50% of wages

at 12 months;

Pmployer pays 50% of wages at 12 months and 100% of
wages at 18 months.

No subsidy reduction plan. EMployer pays 25% of wages
from date of employment.

SOURCE: Subsidy reduction plans submitted to MDRC by prime sponsors.



Table B-3

PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED BY TIER-II PROGRAM OPERATORS
TO REDUCF THE LEVEL OF WAGE SUBSIDY-FOR YOUTH ASSIGNED

TO PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS

Site Subsidy_Recluction_Procedures

Alachua County

Albuquerque

Berkeley

Dayton

Hillsborough

Monterey CoUnty

New York

Philadelphia

Steuben County

Syracuse

Employer pays 50% of wages for second half of a contracted
period based on length of time before youth graduates;

Employer pays 25% of wages at 6 months and 50% of wages at
12 months.

For shortrterm placements; the employer pays 100% of wages
at__6 months if employer evaluates youth as employable._ For
long- term placements, the employer-pays 25% of wages at -6
months4 50% of wages at 9 months, 75% of wages -at -12 monthsi
and 100% of wages at 15 months if employer evaluates youth
as employable.

No subsidy_reduction_plan; Employer pays 50% of wages
from date of employment;

Employer pays 50% of wages at 12 months, 75% of wages at
18 months and 100% of wages at 24 months.

Employer pays 25% of wages at 6 months; -50% of wages at 12
months, hires youth at 18__months;_ EMployer pays same
percentage -at -6- and -l2- months of the difference between
minimum wage and regular entry-level wage;

Employer pays 50% of wages at 12 months.

EMployer pays at least 25% of wages at 6 months, and up to
50%_depending on rating of youth. The same procedure_is_
followed at 12 months if the employer is_paying less than
50%. Employer pays 100% of wages at 18 months;

No subsidy reduction plan; No private sector worksites.

Employer pays 25% of wages at 6 months -..1c1 50% of wages at
12 months;

SOURCE: Subsidy reduction plans submitted to MDRC by prime sponsors.

NOTE:
a
If a Berkeley employer evaluates the youth as unacceptable,

youth is removed from worksite;
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Table 8-4

COEFFICIENTS FOR A LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL

ESTIMATING TrE IMPACT OF WORK SPONSOR CHARACTERISTICS, -EMPLoYER-EKPERIENCEs
AND PRIME SPONSOR CHARACTERISTICS ON WORK SPONSOR RETENTION

Variables '' Ceeffidient
Standard
Error

Industry Type: Manufacturing +4.6 6.8
Trade - +7.2 4.8
Service +0.07 50

(Comparison Group) pther Sectors

Size of EstabiiShment in FUII-Time Equivalencies +0.01 0.01

Prior Experience with Youth:Employees +C8 3.0

Prior Experience with Employment and Training Programs +4.1 3.7

Employer Asked for Qualified YOuths and:
Received Yc4ths Meeting Qualifications +2.5 3.2

Received Youths Noti meeting Qualifications -1.7 5.2
(Comparison Group) EMpIoyer did not ask for Qualifications

Employer Rating of Youth Work Habits
Above Average +6.7* 34
Below Average -12.0*** 4.4

(Comparison Group) Average

Youths Performance Improved Over Time +8.3** 3.7

Youths_Required More Staff Time Than Expected -5.8* 3.2

Frehiiency of Counselor Contact:

Once a Week or More -5.9 3.9
Once a Month or Less +8.3** 4.2

(Comparison Group) Twice a Month

Counselors Pound Helpful in Some Area +2.2 3.4

Counselors Found Unhelpful in Some Area -0.002 4.1

Employer Approached for Subsidy Reduction +10.9** 5:4

Employer in Site Using Business Intermediaries: -4:4 4.4

EMpIoyer in Mississippi: -19.5**** 4.7

Proportion of Program Worksites in the Private Sector
in September 1979:

Proportion -_: +1.5** 0.7

Proportion Squared -0.02*** 0:007

Constant 47.5

Sample Size 493

R2 of Regression Model .159

Standard Error of the Regression a 3153

SOURCE: Linear Regressien based on data obtaine,1 from the May irM40 Mark Sponsor SUruy.

NOTES: Estimates are based on:the 493 cases:for which complete data are available.
The F level forkhis equation is 4.:244, which is significant at the 1 percent level of
significance. Significance of individual coefficients i:1

/

calculated using two tailed

t-tests.

*Significant at the 10 percent level.
**Significant at the 5 percent level;
** *Significant at the 1 percent level.

****Significant at the 0.1 percent level.
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Entitlement youths at the time of the interview. The variable was coded

zero if the employer did not accept an EntitleMent youth at the time of

the interview and was unwilling to do so in the future. The independent

Variables in the model are self-explanatory. All factors, except size of

firm; the proportion of worksites in the private sector in the local

Entitlement program and this proportion squared; are binary variables

coded as One if the variable applies to a given case, and zero if it-does

not. Size of firm is measured in full-time equivalent employees; with

two part-time employees equal to one full-time equivalent. The propor-

tign of WOrktites in the private sector foe' each program was measured

using data from the Entitlement Informatibh System.

The curvilinear relationship between the proportion of program work

sponsors in the private sector and the retention of these work sponsors

was noted in the text in Chapter 4. This relationship is identified by

the program proportion and program proportion squared variables in Table

B -4, and suggests that; over the range of private sector program emphases

observed in the sites that were surveyed, private sector work sponsor

retention rates declined as the proportion of private sector work

sponsors in the program increased. This relationship is graphed in Chart

B-1. The dots on the chart indicate the fitted values for work sponsor

retention at each site when the program proportion' variables in the

elmattati4n TAhlo B=4 are replaced by-a set of duttriy variables for the

siteS. ExCept for Mississippi and Hillsborough, these fitted values fit

the curve rather well; Table B-5 gives the unadjusted values for private

sector retention at each site for comparison.

The relationShip between worksite retention and eMployer character-
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CHART B -1

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSOR RETENTION
AND PROPORTION OF PROGRAM WORKSITES IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR,

AS ESTIMATED BY REGRESSION

King-Snohomish 41
(93.0%)

Syracus2k (96.1%)
Boston (95.3% 4,

Denver (94.5%)

AOCincinnati (88;5%)

Mississippi (79.2%)410

0 Baltimore (98.5%)

*Philadelphia (96.4%)

New York (92.7%)

Detroit (89.3%)

Hillsborough (65.7%) Is

4111 Monterey (78.9%)

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Proportion of Program Worksites in the Private Sector (%)

=SOURCE. Two linear regressions based on data_from_the_May 1980 Work Sponsor
Survey. _One_regression4 shown in Table-8 -4, established the - curve, while a
similar regression established fitted retention rates for each program;

NOTES:
program.

See Table B-5 for unadjusted retention rates and sample sizes by

: Relationship estimated by regression.

: Fitted retention rates for_individual sponsors, ignoring effects of the
scale of private'sector efforts;



Table B-5

WORK SPONSOR RETENTION BY SITE
AND FOR SITES USING INTERMEDIARIES AND OTHER STRATEGIES

Prime Sponsor
Strategy and Site

Niimber of

Employers_
Interviewed_ _ _RetentionRate

IntermediarY

Cincinnati 23 87;0
Denver_ _._ 36 91;7
Hillsborough 11 90;9
Philadelphia 16 93;8

Total Intermediary 86 90.7

Other Sites

Baltimore 54 96.3
Boston 77 90.9
Detroit 96 79.2
King7Snohomish 27 92.6
Mississippi 84 81.0
Monterey 21 76.2 .

New York 49 89.8
Syracuse 19 89.5

Total Other Sites 343 87,5

Total 513 86.9
.

.

SOURCE: May 1980 Work Sponsor Survey data.

NOTES: Differences in retention rates for the
various sites are not statistically significant as
measured by analysis of variance.
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istics was also estimated using ordinary least squares. As noted in

Appendix A, ordinary least squares is not an appropriate e.%timation

procedure for binary dependent variables of the type used in this model.

The least squares specification does have the advantage, however, of

being readily interpretable, since the least squares coefficients are the

measure of the impact of a given variable on the outcome being measured.

The least squares regression model using the explanatory variables shown

in Table B-4 is shown in Table B-6. Given the limited variance of the

dependent variable, this model explains work sponsor retention relatively

well. The least squares regression model predicts retention rates that

are generally lower than those pre'dicted by the logistic mode', sometimes

by as much as 4 to 6 percentage points, except where predicted values are

over 98 percent. The overall retention rate predicted by the least

squares model was 87.0 percent versus 92.8 percent predicted by the

logistic regression and 86.9 percent calculated from the raw data. All

coefficients in the least squares regression had the same sign and

relative significance as those in the logistic regression, although one

variable -- previous experience with youth employees -- is significant in

the logistic mode! when it was not significant in the least squares

model. Because of greater efficiency, the logistic model was used to

produce the fitted retention rates presented in the text. For reasons of

simplicity of presentation, the least squares models will be used in the

analysis of the impact of business intermediaries and worksite retention,

in Mississippi which foIlGws.

The analysis of the impact of intermediary organizations and the

impact of being a work sponsor in Mississippi calls for more than one
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Table B-6

COEFFICIENTS-FORA:LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL
ESTIMATING-THE IMPACT OF WORK SPONSOR CHARACTERISTICS, EMPLOYER EXPERIENCES,

AND PRIME SPONSOR CHARACTERISTICS ON WORK SPONSOR RETENTION

Variables
---Coefficient

Standard
Error

Industry Type: Manufacturi . ng

Trade
Service :

.

(Comparison Group) Other Sedtbrs

+.431
+:713
+.016

.668

.501

'.506

Eize of Est,:blishment in Full-Time Equivalencies
+.005 .004

Prior Experience with Youth Employees
+.551 .317

Prior Experience with Employment and Training Programs +.299 .447

EMplOyer Asked for Qualified youths and:

ReCeiVed Youths Meeting:Qualifications +.299 .346
Received Youths Not Meeting Qualifications -.115 .476(ComF,arison Group) Employer did not ask for Qualifications

:mplo er Rating of Youth Work Habits:

Above Average +1.069 .488Below Average -.822 .381(Comparison Croup) Average

Youths Porfbrtance Improved Over Time
+.665 .346

Youths Pequired Mbre Staff Time Than Expected

c:itiency of Counselor COntatt:

-.609 :319

Once a Week:or More -.534 .413Once a Month or Less
+.973 .483(C6Mparison Group) Twice a Month

Counselors Fbund Helpful in Some Area
+.270 .361

Counselors FOund Unhelpful in Some Area
%.050 .417

Fmrloyer ApprbaChed for Subsidy Reduction +1.850 1.083

E:r4:loyer in Site Using Business Intermediaries:
-.341 :506

Employer in MissiSSippi:
-1.811*** .474

Pzuportion of Program Wbrktites in the Private Sector
in Sei-tember 1979:

Proportion
.156** .074

Proportion Squared -.002** .00I

Constant
-2.007 1.930

Sample Size
493

-2 x Log LikelihbOd
298.97

Model Chi-Square
81.66

SOURCE: Logistic regression based on data obtained from the May 1980 work Sponsor
SurVey.

iNOTES: Estimates are based on the 493 cases for which complete data are available.
This modeL is used to produce adjusted retention rates shown in Table 20 and Chart 9-1.
The model haap21 degrees of freedom. Significance of indiVidual coefficients js
calculated using Chi- Square tests.

_!Significant at the Mperceht level.
**Si4hificant at the 5 percent level.:

***Significant at the 0.1 percent level.
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regression. One could not; for example; control for the impact of the

activities undertaken by intermediaries and then conclude, using a dummy

variable for sites using intermediaries, that intermediaries had no

impact.

In order to determine the impact of intermediary organizations

on work sponsor retention, three least squares regressions were compared

-with raw data for work sponsor retention at sites of various types. The

third and final regression is shown in Table 8-6 and includes all vari-

ables thought appropriate. The remaining two regressions are shown in

Table B-7. Model A, the first regression, controls only for employer

characteristics, past experiences, and the prop-ortion of private sector

work sponsors in each Entitlement program. Model B controls for these

variables; plus six variables associated with the quality of youths

supplied to the work sponsor.

Comparison of the regression coefficients for intermediary organi-

zations pioduced by these regressions with the unadjusted data shows that

the relative superiority of intermediary organizations in fostering work

sponsor retention drops as more and more of their activities are con-

trolled for, but that retention rates in the sites that use intermedi-

aries are never significantly different from, those sites that do not.

Mississippi retention rates can be compared in the same manner. The

results show that Mississippi's retention rate is far higher thin it

would have been if Mississippi employers were not as satisfied with their

youths and the frequency of counselor contact with employers was not

lower than in other sites. Table B-8 makes these comparisons explicit.

As noted in the text, Mississippi was the only program that did not
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Table 13-7

COEFFICIENTS FOR TWO LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS
ESTIMATING THE IMPACT OF WORK SPONSOR CHARACTERISTICS AND PRIME SPONSOR CHARACTERISTICS

ON WORK SPONSOR RETENTION

variables

Model A
_ Model B

Stanla7-1
Coeffiolen Error

r--Ttandard
Coefficient , ___F-4

IndUStry Type: Manufacturing
-0.5 6.9, +3.4 6.7Trade
+5.8 5.0 +6.0 4.8Service
-1.4 5.2 -0.7 5.0(Comparison Group) Other Sectors

Size of EstabIishMent in Full Time Equivalencies +0.01 0.01 +0.01 0.01

Prior Experience with YoUth EMployees
-4:9 3.1 -5.3* 3.0

Prior Experience with Employment and Training Programs +4.3 3.8 +5.1 3.7

Employer Asked for QualifiedYouths and:

Received YOUtht Meeting Qualifications= NA NA +3.2 3.2Reteived youths Not:Meeting Qualifitatiens NA NA -0:9 5.1(Comparison Group) Employer Did Not Ask For Qualifications

Employer Rating of Youth WOrk Habits:

Above Average NA NA +7.1** 3.4Average NA NA -11.5*** 4.3(Comparison. Group) Below Average

Youths Performance Improved °trek Time NA NA +8.3** 3.6

YOuths Required More Staff Time Than EXpedted NA NA 76.3** 3.2

Employer in Site Using Business Intermediaries: +0.2 4.3 -1.2 4.2

Employer in Mississippi:
-II.2** 4.4 _13.9***: 4.3

Proportion of Program-Worksites in PriVate
Sector in September 1979:

Proportion 0.9' 0%07 0.8 0.6Proportion Squared -0.0I 0,007 -0.01 0.007
Constant

68.0 63.2

Sample Size
503 502

R2 of the Regression
.037 .128

Standard Error of the Regret-Sion
33;07 31.69

SOURCE: Linear regressions based on data obtained from the may 1980 Work Sponsor Survey.

NOTES: Models are based oh cases for which completeidataiareiavaiIabIe. SaMple sizes change when- variableswith missing Obtervations-are added to the regressions. The F level for Model A is 1.88 which is sic:pint-ant at_ the 5 percent level of:significance.
The F 161=761 for Model B is 4.44 which is significant at the 1 percent levelof significance. Sionifitente of individual coefficients is calculated using two tailed t-tests.

_*Significant at the 10-percent level.
**Significant at the 5 percent level.
** *Significant at the 1 percent IeVel.

****Significant at the 0.1 percent level.



Table 8-8

UNADJUSTED AND ADJUSTED DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROGRAMS IN PRIVATE SECTOR

WORK SPONSOR RETENTION; BY SITE GROUPS

_ _ a

Site Group

Unadjusted Differences in

Retention Rate _from

Other Sites

Differences in Retention Rates from Other-Sites

Predicted by Three_Regression Models:b

Model A Model. 8_ Yodel- C

Intermediaries

Mississippi

+3.2

-6.5

_ SOURCE: Data was obtained from the May 1980 Work Sponsor Survey; UnadlUtted differences were
calculated from data bh Table 8-5. Adjusted differences were obtained from linear regression models based
on May 1980; WOrk SpOnsor Survey data.

NOTES: Sample sizes for each group are provided in Table 8-5. Sample sizes for regression estimates

ark reduced by the presence of missing values in the three regression models.

a_

SiteS using intermediaries are Cincinnati; Denver, HillSborOUgh; and PhiladelphiaRetention
rate fdt this group and Mississippi

are Compared with the aVitage retention rate for all other sites.

Wel A and Model B are Models A and B of Table B-S. Kohl C i the regreSsion model shown
in Table 8-7.

Significance of differences
between unadjusted retention rates for the two groups and the

remaining sites were measured by F-test using analysis of variance, The significance of the regression

coefficients for Mississippi and sites ding intermediaries produced by Models A through C are measured
using two tailed t-tests.

**Significant at the 5 percent level.

****Significant at the 0.1 percent level;



offer a 100 percent wage Subsidy ;to private sector sponsors; Thit

factor, as well as other faCtors which differentiate Mississippi feom

other sites, cOnttibute to Mississippi's low retention rate.

A variety of adiitional variables were considered for these models

but were not included. Some such as program tier, indices of satisfac-

tion with individual youths, percent of the six most recently employed

youths fired, and number of private sector work spontors at a program

Site, did net have significant and independent influences on retention;

Others, such as length of partiCipation as a work sponsor; requests for

replacement youths and receipt of replacement youths, were not indepen-

dent of the outcome variable. These latter variables measure the Will-

ingness of work sponsors to continue participation; and it is therefore

not valid to speak of these factors as causing changes in work sponsor

retention. The variable identifying firms approached for subsidy reduc-

tion is also not independent of the dependent variable, since firms had

to be active work sponsors to be approached for tubtidy reduction. This

variable identified the high retention rates among firms so approached;

Its inclusion did not significantly alter the pattern of relatiOnthips

observed among other variables, and it was therefore included as a means

of better deScri.bing the survey sample.
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APPENDIX C

THE WORK QUALITY-DISPLACEMENT RELATIONSHIP

Data used -in Chapter 5 are drawn primarily from MDRC's Quality of

Work Surveys. These surveys Were used as the basis of Ball, et al., The
_

Quality of Work _in-the Youth
Entitlement-Demons- Nation, 1980. The survey

methods and analysis Strategies of that study will be summarized in this

appendix as they apply to the data presented in this study. This appen-

dix also summarizes data on diSpladement gathered in two tabor Market

Surveys administered to private sector firms as a part of two waves of

the Quality of Work SurVeys, and describes the methrids used to estimate

the relationship between quality of work and displacement.

Data for the Quality of Work Study were gathered in'five survey

Waves over the period between September 1978 and November 1979. The

first three survey waves were conducted in Tier I sites only, during the

1978-1979 school year. The two final survey waves were conducted in the

summer and fall of 1979 in all Tier I sites and eight Tier II sites.

Private sector observations were made in the five Tier II SiteS with

Significant numbers of private sector work sponsors.
1

The EntitIement

Information System was used to identify the universe of firms to be

sampled; Data On diSplacement were gathered for private sector worksites

in the last two survey waves; The SUrvey samples in these two waves were

drawn so that sufficient riuMberS of Tier If sites would be Available for

comparison with Tier I sites.

These are the same sites Surveyed in the May 1980, ork SponsorSurvey.
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A total of 1;385 work sponsors was randomly drawn for inclusion

in the five samples; any firm assessed in a previous survey wave was

replaced by another sample observation. Work sponsors were assessed

only if they actively employed Entitlement youths at the time of survey.

A total of 520 worksite assessments were conducted, and 125 of these

observations were in the private sector and included Labor Market ques-

tionnaires.

Site observations were made by field assessors who prepared semi-

structured narrative reports on each worksite. The assessors were either

MDRC field staff out-stationed to the sites with responsibilities for

monitoring operations and gathering research data, centrally-based MDRC

staff with similar functions for their sites (Tier II sites, in this

case); or outside consultants previously involved with MDRC's research

efforts on Entitlement. In order to gather information on a set range of

topics; the assessors followed a survey instrument which specified that

they speak to the supervisors of youths and the youths themselves and try

to observe the work being done by the program youths. Assessors were

encouraged to be discursive; but overall the topics covered in the

reports were organized into five major categories. The factors included

in each of the five categories and the field assessors' rating scale are

summarized in Table C-1. Each worksite report included a summary narra-

tive and/numerical rating of the overall quality of the worksite based on

the assessor's observations. For quantitative analysis, the data in the

narrative assessment reports were formally contentranalyzed by a team of

four coders, using procedures more fully described in the Quality of Work

study. The end result of this analysis was a worksite quality rating of
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Table C-1.

ORGANIZATION OF THE QUALITY OF-WORK FIELD INSTRUMENT
BY-- MAJOR WORK QUALITY-FACTORS AND SUB-FACTORS

ASSESSED_BY_FIELD ASSOCIATES

Oral Descriptive Information

Type of work -site; tier; full-time or part-time; sector of sponsor;nUmber of youth assigned; normal participant-tOtupervisor ratio;number of separate jobs assessed.

2. Work Content

Taskdestription;.amount of-training requited;what tools :aged;
physical or mental skills required; task variety; whether task
responsibilities increase OVer time;

3. Worksite Organization

Orientation of work sponsor to supervision requirements; timecardprocedures; attendanceand perforMance standards; role of program
counselors; grievance procedures; Orientation_of youth -to attendance
and performance_standardS;tiMecard

procedures; superVitbr judgementon whether appropriate number of youth_assigned;ttiperVisori_youth,attestor judgements or Whether youth busy most of the time; are youthjudged -by same general standards as regular'employees;_do youth
interact frequently with regular staff; do youth understand duties;are youth expected to comp1ete tasks within specified period of time.

4. Supervision

Supervisor.tenure with agency; supervisor experience performing youth'sassigned tasks; supervisor experience with training; tUpervisor_ex-perience withother Manpower_programs;_supervisor experience counselingyouth; proximity of supervisor to youthvfrequency_of_interactions withyouth;content of interactions with youth; youth perceptions of super-visor helpfulness and_ accessibility; attestor judgement about qualityof yOUth=supervisor interaction.

5. Youth Perception of Value of Assignment

Did youth_get type of job requested; are youth satisfied with assignment;do youth believe assignment is useful in terms of learning, obtaining
work hittory0 getting future job; do youth feel work is of value to
agency, to community.

6. Value of Work_to Sponsoring Agency

Does sponsor,believe participants' work is consistent with agencymission; that youth are producing valuable_output; that agency
effectiveness is increased by participants' work:

7; Summary Commente_and Attestoet Rating of Worksite

Ratings: inadequate, adequate, good; outstanding
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inadequate, adequate, good, or outstanding.

Estimation of the relationship between displacement and the quality

of the work experience of Entitlement youths proceeded in two steps.

FirSt, an estimate of the extent of'displacement in each private sector

worksite was developed. Second, a regression model was estimated to

explain variations in displacement among the worksites. One of the

factors explaining variations in displacement is the quality of the

)4orksite, as judged by the field Staff Who assessed the workSitet.

two steps are described here.

Estimation of displacement is in itself a complex task, and one

which is the subject of much debate.
1

Displacement in Entitlement can

be defined as the difference between the number of persons employed in

unsubsidized jobs in an Entitlement area and the number of such persons

who would have been employed in the absence of the program. Since the

latter figure is not observable, some means must be developed to estimate

it; Unicon Research Corporation is currently conducting a large=tdele

field evaluation and econometric study of di6Olacement in four Entitle=

ment programs. This study, which will use the two methodologies cur-

rently used to measure displacement, should provide definitive estimates

the elisplacement rates assocated with Entitlement in the public,

private and nonprofit sectors.

To gather data on displacement in the private sector for this study,

displacement was estimated using a method based on the typology of job

1

For a summary of 'the pros and cons_of the various methods used to
estimate displacement, see_ M. Borus and D. EaMermesh, in Job Creation
Through Public Service Employment, 1978.

4
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creation and displacement developed by the Brookings Institution (see
Nathan, et al., 1978). This typology recognizes that the employment
of a subsidized person may result in either displacement or job creation,

and that these events can occur in a number of ways. A survey instrument

was designed to ascertain the extent of both displacement and job crea-
tion according to the following:

Types-of Displacement

1. A.youth_whois employed by a- firm prior tO_the EntitlementProgram is shifted to YIEPP funding after entering the program.

2. A firm replaces a terminated et-010,41e .(quit or fired) withYIEPP youth rather than an unsubsidized person;

3. A flit hires a YIEPP yoUth to do_work
that_itpreviously hadddhe for it by another (Note that the displacement inthis case occurs at the other firm)i,

4. A firm whose business is expanding hires YIEPP youths rather thanunsubsidized persons to fill the new positions.

Types- -f- Job Creation

1. The AVAilability of the YIEPP youths makes it feasible for a firmto offer a new service or product.

2. The availability of the YIEPP youths makes it feasible to increaseexisting services or production levels.

It should be-,noted that the last three categories attempt Lo make

the diffitUlt diStinction between work that would have been done even if

there were no Entitlement youths (displacement), and work that was made

possible by the availability of subsidized youths.

The quettitinhaire used in the two Labor Market survey waves included

questions designed to measure the displacement or job creation associated

with each type of behavior identified above; Data describing the firM

and identifying the reasons for employer participation were also Obtained.

Only one firm reported displacement of the first type listed above.
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One h'undred three; or 83.1 percent of the firms, indicated that sUbSi=

Sized youths did tasks previously done by regular employees. These

responses indicate the possibility of displacement; but do not measure

it. Displacement was measured in the survey instrument by asking employ-

ers to identify the number of.work hours which regular employees saved as

the result of the presence of Entitlement workers or the proportion of

work done by Entitlement workers which would have been done in their

absence. Labor time was measured in hours, so that displacement was

measured as the ratio of the number of hours not worked by regular

employees or contractors as the result of the presences of subsidized

workers, divided by the number of hours worked by the subsidized workers.

According to this definition, displacement occurs at a rate of 25 percent

when a regular employee works five fewer hours per week because a sUbSi-

dized worker is hired to work 20 hours per weeki Viewed from the oppo-

Site perspective, 75 percent of the time spent by the subsidized worker

represents work created by the subsidy. Although it is theoretically

.possible for displacement to take place at rates higher than 100 percent,

as in the case where subsidized youths complete work normally done more

slowly by regular employees, 100 percent is treated as the upper bound

for displacement in this analysis. At this rate subsidized labor is

substituted for regular labor on a one-fOr-one basis.

Unfortunately for the purposes of the data analysis, over half of

the firms questioned p.ovtdedAmformation which produced multiple esti-

mates of displacement. This occurred when employers allocated more than

100 percent of their Entitlement worker's time to the six categories of

labor market behavior described above; and interviewers did not recognize
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these responses as contradictory. Displacement values could be assigned

to 111 of the firms after a detailed analysis of survey responses was

conducted and a set of decision rules established for dealing with

multiple estimates. These rules, along with the set of survey questions

used to determine the extent of displacement, are available to interested

researchers on request.

The distribution of displacement rates assigned to firms is shown in

Table C-2. The average displacement rate summarizes the behavior of the

111 firms in the sample for which displacement rates could be assigned.

A displacement rate for private sector worksites in the Entitlement

demonstration as a whole can be calculated if diSplacement rates are

assigned to individual youths. This program rate of displacement depends

not only on the displacement rates of individual firms, but the number of

youths hired at each displacement rate. If firms with high displacement

rates employ more subsidized labor than firms with low displacement

rates, one would expect the overall program rate of displacement to be

higher than the average displacement rate for participating firms.

As can be seen in Table C-2 the average of displacement rates

assigned to individual firms is 47.4 percent. The median displacement

rate is 50.O 'percent. The overall program private sector displacement

rate, the average of the displacement rates for individual youths, is

49.9 percent. 'Tha first average implies that private, sector fitnit in the

sample reporteNon average, savings of 47 hours of ragUlat labor time

for every 100 hojra of labor they employed through Entitlement. Looking

at the program as a whole, every 100 hours of labor subsidized by the

Youth Entitlement Demonstration in private sector work sites costs
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Table C-2

DISTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE SECTOR WORK SPONSORS AND INDIVIDUAL ENTITLEMENT YOUTHS
BY DISPLACEMENT RATE ASSOCIATED WITH EACH SPONSOR OR YOUTH

Displacement
Rate_

Work Sponsors Youth
a

Number Percent Number Percent

0% 16 14.4% 31 12.7%

1%-10% 1 0.9% 1 - 0.4%

11%-20% 6 5.4% 12 4.9%

-21%=.30% 19 17.1% 32 13.1%

31%=40% 7 6.3% 12 4.9%

41%-50% 19 17.1% 48 19.6%

51%-60% 6 5.4% 16 6.5%

61%-70% 9 8.1% 40 16.3%

71%-80% , 10 9.0% 20 8.2%

81%-90% 1 0.9% 1 0.4 %.

91%-100% 17 15.3% 32 13.1%

Total: 111 100.0% 245 100.0%

Average Rate - 47.4% - 49.9%

Standard Error 3.1% - 1.9%
I

SOURCE: Quality of Work Labor Market Surveys.

NOTES: Percents may not sum to 100 due to rounding.

aThe displacement rates assigned to individual youths aLa the
displacement rates assigned to the work sponsors where the youths are employed.



regular private sector employees nearly 50 hours of work.

Assuming that the deciaion rules used to produce displacement

estimates always produce correct results, and that employers were accu

rate in their estimates of labor time saved by ,Entitlement workers, 'the

displacement estimate for work sponsors is accurate to plus or minus 6

percentage points and the estimate for youths is accurate to plus or

minus 4 percent. In fact, the results presented here are probably

less precise than this. Because of small sample sizeS'and the necessity

of interpreting a large number of employer responses, these results

should not be regarded as definitive estimates of displacemnt in the
,

Entitlement program at private sector worksites; The report on the

Unicon Research Corporation's displacement sttdy should provide more

reliable estimates.

After estimating displacethent in each worksite in the sample; it was

necessary to develop a model that explained variations in diaplacement,

and wiliCh included the quality of work experience as one of the explana

tory factorsi This is essential since it is important to.avoid attribut

ing to worksite quality a relationship with displacement that may really

tA--, due to other factors. Ideally, this model would include the various

Characteristics of each firm; such as its size, financial condition,

recent changes in output or sales* the skill mix of the work.force and

the degree to which workers of different skills can be substituted for

each other. Unfortunately, only a few of these charatteilStiCs could be

Measured in a short interview. In addition, OtOgrath=related f :res may

affect displacement. For ,example, some program may monitor the firms

more closely than others, discouraging displacement. There may algo be



more displacement during the school year than in the summer. Firms may

find it easier to substitute Entitlement youths for part-time workers

rather than for full-time ones. In addition, youths may be used for

special projects in the summer, ones that otherwise might not have been

done, and little or no displacement would result. On the other hand, the

greater the number of Entitlement youths at a worksite relative to the

number of regular employees, the more likely it is that the youths are

engaged in productive activities, and thus are displacing regular em-

ployees.

Another, potentially important influence on displacement is the

attitude of the firm towards the Entitlement program. Each employer was

asked to recall what factors he/she perceived as advantages to partici-

pating as an Entitlement work sponsor. The volunteered responses are

shown in Table C-3, which shows the least squares regression model used

to predict displacement. Responses in the first five employer motive-

tions are expected to be associated with higher levels of displacement.

A response in category six is expected to be associated with less dis-

placement, and a response in the last category could point in either

direction. The other variables in the4dodel are:

1. A dummy variable distinguishing Tier I from Tier II worksites,
to account for possible differences in prime sponsor monitoring,
which could be more thorough at the smaller Tier it sites.

2. A dummy variable distinguishing full-time, summer from part-time,
school-year worksites.

3. Dummy variables reflecting the major industrial classification
(manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, services) of the
firm.

4. The size_of the firm, measured by-,,the number of full-time;
regular employees.
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Table C-3

COEFFICIENTS FOR A REGRESSION MODEL
ESTIMATING THE IMPACT-OF WORKSITE QUALITY, EMPLOYER CHARACTERISTICS;

AND EMPLOYER MOTIVATIONS ON DISPLACEMENT

Variables

Worksite Quality: Adequate
Good
Outstanding

(Comparison Group) Inadequate

Entitlement Workers Available FOr:
-Full Time Work (Summer)

(Comparison Group)Part Time Work (Fan)

Tier I Worksite

Number of Employ

Ratio of Regular Employees to Entitlement
EMployees

Industry Type: Manufacturing
Trade
Services

(Comparison Group)All Others

Employer Motivations:

A Chance to Hire a Specific Youth Known
to the Fitt

A Chance to Hire a Motivated Youth
A Chance to Liabk OVer Unskilled Workers
A Chance to Hire Cheap Labor, No Wage

Cost
A Minimumiof1Paperwork is Required'
A Chance to do Something for UnemplOyed

-Youth
A Chance to Expand Output Temporarily

Coefficient

+13.6
+18.1
+22.0*

-17.1**

+ 2.2

+ 0.02

+14.2

- 11.2

+ 3.9

-
- 2.0
+36.7**

- 9.4
+ 7.5

Constant 49.0

Standard
Error

11.5
11.2

12.5

6.7

6.8

0.02

2.6

15.9
11.2
11.7

17.0
11.4
7.4

7.6

14.4

7.2,
9;4

Sample Size 105

R of the Regression ;208

Standard Error of the Regression 31.27

SOURCE: Linear Regression based on data obtained from the Labbt matket Survey
of the Quality of Work Study.

NOTES: The model is based on 105 cases for which complete data are available.
The F level of this regression is 1.346.

The significance of individual coefficients is measured using two-
tailed t-tests:

*Significant at'the 10 percent level.
**Significant at the 5 percent level.



5. The ratio of Entitlement youths to regular employees.

6. .The worksite quality rating; as judged by the MDRC field asses-
sors:

Displacement is measured at the leVel of the firm in this analysis.

The major finding is that higher worksite quality is associated with

greater displacement. The estimated coefficients imply that, on average,

displacement in outstanding worksites will be 22 percentage poiats higher

than in inadequate worksites. Although the differences between displace-

tent at inadequate worksites and worksites at intermediate quality levels

are not significant, it appears that the biggest increase in displacement

with further increases in quality associated with smaller increments in

displacement.

The dummy variables, those which can only take the value 0 or 1,

show the percentage difference in displacement associated with mlog in

a particular state; or not; For example, full -time worksites have 17

percentage points less displacement, on average, than part-time work-

Sites. This highly significant finding confirms the hypothesis set forth

above that it is easier for firms to substitute Entitlement youths for

regular employees when the youths are employed part-time during the

school year.
1

The other factor that is significantly related to dis-

placement is the firms' perception that an advantage of Entitlement is

its minimal paperwork. These firms were much more likely to d.l.gplace

regular employees than firms which did not Shard thiS view (37 percentage

points); Only 4 percent of the fittS in this sample perceived minimal

1

__Entitlement _youths work an average of about 15 hrurs
week during the school year. See Diaz et al., 1980.
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paperwork as an advantage, 1 but those firms Whith were conscious of the

relative paperwork burdens of hiring youths on their own payrolls appeared

quite likely to substitute Entitletent workers for regular employees:

The other variables do not exhibit statistically significant associations

With displacement;

The relationshipS described in Table C-3 were also estimated using

two alternative specifications. The first variation involves a model

identical to that shown'in Table C-3 except that worksite quality rating

was treated ts.a continuous variable. This model assumes that the change

in displacement associated with moving from one worksite quality rating

to the next is the same no matter where one starts on the scale. This

model predicted that increasing worksite quality from any quality rating

the next is associated with a 6 percentage point increase in displace-.

ment. The coefficient for the worksite quality variable was significant

at the 10 percent level of significance. The other coefficients in the

model were similar in magnitude, sign and significance to those shown in

Table C-3. Since the dependent variable in these Models -- displacement

-- can vary only from .0 percent to 100 percent, linear regression is not

strictly appropriate. Therefore, an estimate of the model just deScribed

was made using a logit transformation. This produced similar, but less

reliable, results.

1

See Table A-3 for -a frequency distribution of firms mentioning eachadvantage in the Quality of Work Labor Market Surveys.
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